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The Eu ropean Social Fu nd : the fi rst phase
by M. Lionello Levi-Sandri
Member of the EEC Commission
It is a little more than two years since the entry into force of Regulation
No. 9 on the European Social Fund. The interest aroused at the time by the
birth of the new institution was certainly not entirely divorced from the
inherent attractiveness of the idea.of t'a Eund " and the fortunate circumi
stance that Regulation No. 9 was one of the very first measures implementing
the social provisions of the Treaty of Rome; but there is also no doubt that
certain essentially political factors helped considerably to attract attention.
ft should not be forgotten, for example, that the Fund was intended to function
as an instrument for redistributing Community incomg in the sense that it
would set up a steady flow of finance from the higher employment and income
areas to those where unemployment and structural underemployment still
hamper a fairer distribution of general prosperity. Here was tangible evidence
of the feeling of solidarity which informed and still informs the countries of
the EEC, and as such it made the Fund a matter of general interest.
Now that the initial phase of the Fund's activity can be considered as complete,
an analysis of the practical results so far obtained is useful not only because
it confirms the value of this new institution but also because it will provide
valuable information with which to adapt the Fund's operations more closely
to the requirements of Community policy in the future.
Obviously, accounting and administration cannot be omitted from a review of
the Fund's activity. The recent closure of the annual accounts provides a
good opportunity to outline the general situation on the basis of concrete and
final figures. 
'
At 3l December 1962, applications for contributions submitted to the Fund
totalled more than 36.5 million units of account, of which 29 million were for
vocational re-training and about 7.5 million for resettlement. The expend-
iture incurred had been defrayed by either the central Governments, decen-
tralized public authoritier, or public corporations. In accordance with
Article 18 of Regulation No. 9, the Commission has already compiled a first
list of these corporations which will shortly be brought up to date.
These figures cover only five of the six member countries, since Luxembourg
has so far made no application for refunds. The figures show that the bulk
of the refunds applied for by the five countries concerned have been for expend-
iture on re-training operations; this is explained not only. by the greater
number of schemes of this kind findnced but also by the fact that per capita
expenditure on' re-training is generally much greater than on resettlement.
Resettlement can be either within one country, or from one country to another
within the Community, but the great majority of these schemes concern Italian
workers re-employed in the other five countries. No application has been sub
mitted by Italy for resettlement within the country.
Despite the Fund's initial teething troubles, more than 17 million units of
accourlt 
- 
about 47 Vo of the total sum applied for 
- 
has already been
examined and decided on by the Commission.
This examination, which only began in the second half of 196l 
- 
when thel
first batch of applications had reached the Fund 
- 
was carried out by the
Commission's staff along scrupulously uniform lines, notwithstanding the wide
variety of methods used by the different countries in presenting their applica-
tions. First and foremost, this called for a painstaking sifting of the documents
sent in and the gradual development of an examination technique affording
the fullest assurance that the applications themselves complied with the rules
laid down. For this pulpose, the examination of the documents \,yas always
completed by a sample survey carried out within the government departments
to check on the spot that the expenditure qualifying for,reimbursement had
actually been effected and was justified. As a result a considerable proportion
of the application examined 
- 
equivalent to 28 7o of total expenditure 
-could not be taken into consideration because examination or checking on
the spot had revealed infringements of the rules ranging from ordinary slips
and clerical errors to misinterpretations of the Regulation. This was largely
duC to a lac-k of experience inlhis matter in the go've.r-ent departments "and
to the fact that these had had to draw up the documents post facto, since
the schemes had been carried out before any specific Community rules were
agreed upon.
fn fact the applications examined cover only operations in 1958-59, prior
therefore to the entry into force of Regulation No. 9. It should be added,
however, that much has already been done to oyercome these diffiorlties, thanks
to the standard application forms devised by the Commission and to the gradual
adaptation of government departments to their new duties under the Com-
munity rules.
Of the total applications examined, the Commission decided in 1962 on the
reimbursement of more than twelve million units of account as a contribution
to the expenditure incurred in the five countries to provide new productive
employment for about 183 000 unemployed workers.
Of the total sum approved about eleven and a half million units of account
was for schemes to retrain more than 103 000 workers in the various member
countries, and a little more than 800 000 units of account for resettlement
schemes for about 80 000 Italian workers re-employed (48 000 in France,
27 000 in Germany and 4 000 in the Benelux countries).
When the percentages for the apportionment of contributions to the Fund's
expenditure as fixed by Article 200 of the Treaty are applied to the total
figures the debit and credit situations of the individual Member States at the
end of 1962 are as follows:
Italy
France
Netherlands
6
I 274 839 u.a.-
691 266 u.a.
612 200 u.a.
Germany
Belgium
1933 464 u.a.
620257 u.a.
24584 u.a.
Credit
2 578 305 u.a.
Luxembourg
Debit
2 578 305 u.a.
The balance-sheet of the Fund's activity therefore shows an actual transfer
of incomes of over 2.5 million units of account from Germany, Belgium aud
Luxembourg to Italy, France and the Netherlands. It is interesting to note that
about half this figure goes to Italy, where unemployment has been particularly
high, especially in the period covered by the refund applications.
Applications now under scrutiny total about 20 million units of account, of
which more than 16 million concern re-training and more than 3 million
resettlement schemes. A large proportion of these applications will be approved
this year. More than 25 million units of account are available for this purpose.
In addition a further sum of about 18 million units of account will be placed
at the Fund's disposal to coyer applications submitted this year.
This, then, in broadest outline, is the situation at the end of the European
Social Fund's first period of activity. Effective work has been done, which
has confirmed the usefulness of this Community instrument, even if the psycho-
logical impact of the results obtained may seem blurred by the fact that the
Fund's contributions are made after schemes have been completed, and do
not therefore attract the limelight. Be that as it may, these results are all the
more praiseworthy since they have been achieved despite the inevitable
administrative complications with which the Commission's staff and the goyern-
ment departments have had to cope before finalizing a procedure involving
maximum effectiveness and simplicity. Credit for solving these difficulties goes
largely to the Committee of the Fund, which has given the Commission valuable
aid in all aspects of its activity in this field.
In view of the period covered by the applications scrutinized, it is still too
early to say what impact the Fund's work has had on national employment
policies. None the less, the experience gained, incomplete though it is, has
provided the Commission with a certain amount of useful information and
guidance, some of which has already served in drafting an amendment to
Regulation No. % submitted to the Council Iast September. The main feature
of this draft 
- 
on which the European Parliament and the Economic and
Social Committee ricently gave favourable opinions 
- 
is its limited and
pragmatic approach.
ft constitutes what might be called a " little reform ". Pending fuller informa-
tion, the Commission has deliberately restricted this first provision so that the
amendments proposed affect neither the principles nor the structure of the
Fund; their only objective is to provide practical solutions to the technical
difficulties or the problems of interpretation met with by the Fund's sta[[ or
by the governm€nt departments when applying certain clauses of Regulation
No. 9.
In addition, the results obtained supply other pointers which must be taken
into account if the Fund's activity is to be steadily adapted to the changing
requirements of social and economic development in the Community. In this
connection, it is surprising that no country has submitted applications for
contributions to conversion schemes. Though business was booming during
the first stage of European integration, it would be rash to assume that no
measures have been taken in the member countries for industrial conversion
rvith financial aid from public funds. This being so, the question arises
whether the procedure and contribution arrangements in this matter Iaid down
in Regulation No. 9 were not based on circumstances which no Ionger obtain,
and whether they should not be re-examined in the light of more up-todate
and realistic considerations. Similarly, though it is tme that the automatic
nature of the Fund's aid is a constant source of encouragement for the indi-
vidual countries, it is also true that it is not always equal to particular critical
and. sometimes unexpected situations arising, in certain Community areas,
so much so that if the national or local authorities fail to act or lack the means
to act, the Fund's,efforts, too, may be wasted or inadequate to counter actual
or potential imbalances.
There is no doubt that the Social Fund can only be fully effective if Com-
munity institutions are given a power of initiative in this field enabling them
not only to remedy any imperfections in arrangements as they now stand, but
also to channel part of the.Fund's contributions towards the more urgent
social needs arising in the process of European integration, or else to those
schemes which cannot be realized without a broader approach or a bolder
design than is possible within the confines of national needs,and traditions,
or again to schemes whose benefits extend beyond national frontiers.
Already ideas and suggestions along these lines have come from several
quarters: some people would like the Fund to be given new tasks and, in
particular, they stress its usefulness for tackling problems connected with the
common agricultural policy and the regional development policy; others play
down its basic task of providing automatic refunds and, in niore general terms,
would Iike to see the Fund given the right to carry out certain schemes
sponsored at Community level.
Obviously, if the Fund is to develop in this direction, essentially political
problems lying outside the administrative sphere would arise. However, the
Commission is resolved to neglect no opportunity to further the gradual exten-
sion of the Fund's powers. In its ll[emoramdum on the Action Programme
for the Second Stage, it has made this intention clear. fn fact this is already
being done 
- 
at Ieast in so far as the interpretation of the rules in force
allows, as for example with regard to the concept of the underemployed worker,
which the Committee of the Fund has been called on to define with a view
to the full application of Article 2 of the Regulation. On the basis of the
widest possible interpretation of this concept, the Commission hopes to be
able effectively to widen the scope of the Regulation, so as to be able to make
more use of the Fund's resources to help areas, trades and occupations, or
sectors of activity in difficulties.
Regulation No. 9 itself provides an opportunity for extension of this kind :
Article I lays down that the Council may vest new tasks in the Fund,
particularly with a view to the implementation of a common vocational training
policy. The application of this provision, for which the Commission intends
to submit concrete proposals to the Council during the second stage, would
enable the Social Fund's future activity to be fitted into the long-term per-
spectives of Community policy, and this would solve the conflict arising from
the ambitious objectives fixed for the Fund in Article 123 of the Treaty and
the limited means of action conferred on it by Article 125.
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l. Debate on the interruption
of the negotiations with the United Kingdom
(1) The texts of President Hallstein's statement and of the parliamentary resolutions were
published in Bulletin No. 2/63.
The 
-European Parliament devoted two days of its plenary session from 4 to8 February 1963, with M. Gaetano Martino presiding, to a iolitical debate which
was opened by a statement from M. Hallstein, president of the EEC commission,
on the negotiations for the accession of the united Kingdom to,the community
and the causes of their interruption.
At the close of the debate two resolutions were passed O.
Representatives of the European Atomic Energy community and of the ECSC,
two Ministers, and 21 members of the European parliament spoke in the debate,
which was attended by almost all members. Most speakers ipproved presidenl
Hallstein's statement and deplored the circumstanceJ in which-the negotiations
had been interrupted. It was their opinion that the decision of the President
of the French Republic was based on considerations extraneous to the purpose of
the negotiations. Many speakers saw a connection between the interrupiion of
the talks and the signature of the Franco-German treaty. Some doubted whether
an agreement on advance consultation, which could distort the operation of
Community rules, was to be welcomed.
All speakers, including those of the UNR-UDT group, hoped that European
integration would continue despite the crisis of confidence which had aiisen
amongst. the Member states. Many urged that the community should preserve
its open, supranational and democratic character.
The Parliament heard with great interest M. Hallstein's statement in which, after
describing the substance and the course of the negotiations, he gave an account
of the part the commission had played. He drew some conclusions from the
situation which had arisen after their interruption, and made a'general assessment
of the problems to be faced in the immediate future.
a) Statements by Ministers
After a brief adjournment, M. Luns, the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the
Netherlands and a member of the ministerial conference, took the floor. He
outlined the questions still in abeyance when the negotiations were interrupted
and said that the problems involved could have been solved. He spoke of the
su_rprising and abrupt manner in which the French Government had unilaterally
taken a decision, disregarding the wish of all its partners to bring the negotiationi
to a successful conclusion. In his view that decision was the outcome of a very
special view of France's place in the world.
Going into the substance of the problem, the Netherlands Minister described
Europe as his country saw it.
" For the Neti:erlands, Europe is not a continental Europe from which Britain
is to be excluded. Britain has been, is, and always will be an integral part of
Europe. Membership in the European Communities must not be made con-
ditiorial on either the United Kingdom or any other free country of Europe
turning its back on our partners beyond the seas or cutting historical links and
affinities with the United States of America. "
" Nor do we want a Europe entrenched within its own boundaries, whose
ultimate economic wisdom would be to reach complete self-sufficiency. "
" Nor, finally, do we want a Europe which, turning away from its friends, seeks
adventure in a chimerical independence which in the world of today is as illusory
as it is dangerous... "
M. Fayat, who was chairman of the conference at the time of its interruption,
also described the stage reached in the conversations. He said that the agreements
reached in the negotiitions were reached with the assent of all delegations. The
field they covered was so wide that no one could plausibly say the talks were
likely to fail.
The Minister then spoke of the significance of the refusal of on9 delegation to
continue the talks, and the repercussions of this on the life of the Community.
He said that in the continual discussion going on amongst the Member States to
bring about a harmonious merging of legitimate national aspirations for the
UenJfit of the whole, there was ne-essarily a certain element of balance which
must not be neglected. Concessions (especially on agriculture and co-operation
with Africa) had been made by certain Member States only on the assumption
that Great Britain would join the Community. These countries had therefore been
frustrated in their hopes. The speaker went on to illustrate the " European "
character of Great Britain.
In conclusion, M. Luns said that the very foundations of the Community and the
Community spirit itself were at stake. Naturally the Community would proceed
on its way deipite what had happened. Nevertheless they must not underestimate
the severity of tfre blow dealt to the Community spirit. The work of the
Community could only be continued if it was animated by that spirit and if
what had been destroyed by the violence done to that spirit was restored.
b) Statements by the representatives of the
and the Euratom Commission
High Authority ot the ECSC
I
The views of the ECSC and EAEC, which were likewise affected by the suspension
of the negotiations, were put by M. Malvestiti and M. Sassen.
M. Malvestiti, President of the High Authority of the ECSC, said that the Higlt
Authority had always considered that the presence of Great Britain in the ECSC
would mean a strengthening of Europe. The Association Agteement of 1954
was a demonstrationfit had helped to maintain cordial relations with Great Britain
pending the latter's application for membership.
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With regard to steel the British had agre
abolish any-thing in their system that wai fr3oiop.',,3,JT,1f,%3t kH;rfff:'r';:
Treaty of Paris. The problem of coal, howevei was still under discussion when
the negotiations were interrupted.
M. Malvestiri said that the High Authority would continue to be guided by theqcsq rreaty, which in the terms of its preimble, was intended to I{ the founda-
tion for a broader and mo-re far-reaching community among peoplej long dividedby bloody conflicts and for institutionJ capable oi guidiig'their henciforward
common destiny. t
M. Sassen, a member of the Euratom 'commission, recalled the statement of30 January in which the Cominission regretted that the situation created on
29 January prevented negotiations in the atomic energy field from being continued,
and hoped that closer and more comprehensive co-operation would lnsue from
the fruitful relations wtrich h-ad developed between the Community and the
United Kingdom since rhe.beginning of tgSg.
M. Sassen said that when-the Fritish request for membership was put forward
there- appeared to be no difficulties in the nuclear sector comiparable with those
which had arisen in 6ther fields, and that the accession of Gieat Britain would
mean,a great increase of the atomic potential of an integrated Europe. He then
turned to the three main subjects of negotiations Britiin's contribution to the
community's research programme, the problem of the compatibility with the
Treaty of.previous agreements concluded by the united Kingdoi, and the implica-
tions arising from the existence of a militaiy nuclear progrimme'in Great giitain.
M. Sassen went on to describe the main characteristics of the community, one
of which was the absolute equality of all members under the Treaty. Theiefore,
any supremacy 
_ 
or hegemony was incompatible with the concept -and the very
existence of such a Community. A commbn political will was neided to maintain
and strengthen the structure of Europe.. Eveiythihg must be done to enable that
will to reassert itself, " so that they may continue together to build Europe,,.
c) The views of the politicat groups
At.the. beginning of the general debate the spokesmen of the groups presented
their views.
M. Blaisse (Netherlands), speaking on behalf of the christian-Democrat group
said th.at his 
- 
report on the common commercial policy would have i-o ui
re-considered in the light of recent events and would be discussed at the March
session. He said that the breakdown of the negotiations had caused serious
d_isappointment in his group- It was a case of diffiring concepts of Europe; the
Christian-Democrats wanted an economic and politicil integiation attained by
collaboration on the basis of the Treaty. They were in favoui of a united state;
of 
. 
Europe which would be an open community closely linked with the freeAtlantic world. They had no desire to see any- independent and neutral third
force growing ,p ani they were against uny (ind of t 
"g"*ony. Democraticvalues must not be called into question. M. Blaisse said that ihey had every
confidence that the Commission *ould achieve European unification bn a federil
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basis, and he hoped that Great Britain would one day be warmly welcomed as
h;e-ffi; urg.A io the six resolutions on the subject adopted by the F'uropean
Parliament since 1961.
consequently, he was in full agreement with the views expressed ty. the Presidelt
;i-|il il;p""n Co*rissiorf concerning the Community's relations with the
Urii.a Xing,iorn. He had also noted that the President was ready t9 have-Great
Britain in Europe as soon as possible, as a full member and on the basis of what
they had in common.
" Let us hope ", he ended, " that the Community-will.take the reins firmly in its
handi again und get thing! moving in the right direction "'
The views of the Socialist group were expressed by M. Birkelbach (Germany)'
H.-r"!i.ti"a both the unilatEral -manner and the time chosen for breaking off the
negotiations with a country whose entry into the Community-would have opened
;;3;J;;;to.p""tr for the latter. Th6 Socialists could not allow the Community
to deterioraie into a technical organization to do the bidding of the governments
- 
u n"a of quartermaster's stoie for a military third- force. . The Community
-urt U" ior.t6igo and must prevent one or more of its members from gaining
preponderance.
The socialist spokesman hoped that the gap separating the Eu1op9 of the Six
fionr1t" United Kingdom would not be wiaeneA. An opportunity.f9r resuming
contact with that cointry, could, for example, be provided by a joint study of
the problems raised by the Trade Expansion Act'
M. Birkelbach said that they wished to watch over the existence of the Community
"nA 
to make sure that it iontinued to function and that the Treaty itselt 
- 
its
rules and the courses it laid down 
- 
was respected. They were resolved to
"pt "fJ the principle of an 
open Community Cmbrat.-d Uy 
.Atlantic solidarity'fi;y-kr;; in^t.tir" Community m-eant to the eastern bloc, where it was referred
to as an economlc and political-reality. They did not want the Europe they were
stowty building day by iay to become an instrument of power politics.
Speaking for the Liberal grouP, M. Maurice Faure (France) said that he, too, felt
ttiat ttrJ method employEd t-o' break off the negotiation-s was- contrary to- the
euiopean spirit. He^beiieved it to be wrong to cut off Great Britain 
-Uy I f,rtl
of t.itrigtrt veto for political reasons. The economic anxieties raised by British
memberihip would remain almost unchanged if Britain accepted the Treaty as
ii stood. Att tt i. would not have happened if political integration of Furope had
been achieved earlier. The signatoriei of the Franco-German treaty thoughl tlat
it offered the Europeans a pattern for political union. In fact it was precisely the
blind alley which thd promoters of the Common Market had sought to 
-escape
from. The Common Market was essential if a European political authority was
to be created, and the speaker hoped for a political rather than an economic
re-invigoration of Europe. The old difficulties would 
.crop 9P lgain- if the only
step in-this direction wis a treaty of economic association with Britain.
He hoped for a Europe with the highest possible degrP of autoromy, but he also
believed that if international tensircn wis to be reduced and discussions with
Moscow rendered possible, the free world needed to show a united attitude and
solidarity in its relations with the rest of the world. No axis, either inside or
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outside, should be allowed to compromise everything, most likely to very little
profit. It was plrhaps by remaining true to this idea that they could now best
reap the fruits of the past.
The spokesman for the French UNR-UDT members, M. de la Maldne, recalled
that he had already spoken in this House against the unduly liberal and free-trade
policy which some wished to impose on the Community. Whilst Britain's can-
didature for membership in the Common Market had not been refused outright,
he felt it had been clear since last August that on essential points Great Britain
had neither politically nor intellectually made the profound change which was
necessary for participation. M. de la Maldne said that it was impossible to belong
to two or three economic systems at the same time and pointed out that France
had not protested when a year ago the Benelux countries refused to follow their
partners along the road of political union. He said it would be a pity to sacrifice
in economic community to gain a new partner who would not or could not share
their concept of Europe.
Four other representatives of the UNR-UDT (M. Terrenoire, M. Briot, M. Comte-
Offenbach and M. de Lipkowski) also contended that the interruption of the
conference was not due to a " diktat " but to a recognition of facts. They felt it
would be wrong to judge the substance of the French decision in the same way as
the form. According to these speakers there were unconditional supportels of
Great Britain who made British membership a political condition for the further
pursuit of European union. The UNR delegates defended the Franco-German
treaty as a corner stone for European union; they also spoke in favour of Europe
as a third force. From some of the reactions of their colleagues when the position
of Europe in the world was discussed, they felt they could discern the beginnings
of a European patriotism.
These views, some of which were shared by M. Ferretti (Liberal, Italy) were not
on the whble accepted by the other members of the House. The 14th of January,
the date of General de Gaulle's press conference, was described as a black day
for Europe. The decision of France was an undeserved humiliation of Great
Britain. Why had France waited so long to announce it ? Why was the decision
taken when the negotiations were on the point of succeeding ? Was the Com-
munity to be governed in future by press conferences ? These were questions put
by M. Biesheuvel. (Christian-Democrat, Netherlands), M. Carcassonne (Socialist,
France), de Kinder (Socialist, Belgium), Kailteyn (Socialist, Netherlands) and
Nederhorst (Socialist, Netherlands). - Most members felt that the reasons for the
interruption were unrelated to the negotiations. M. Pleven (Liberal, France) said
that the crisis had come when the Community was about to become a political
factor of the first order. The President of the French Republic had used the
question of British membership in the Common Market to raise the question of
the Community's foreign policy in general. He laid down, as it were, a prior
condition for the geographical extension of the Community. The drama of the
situation was that there was no forum in which the Governments of the Six could
discuss this problem. The negotiations could not be taken up again until the
responsible statesmen held a western summit meeting.
M. Duvieusart (Christian-Democrat, Belgium) felt that the French analysis of
the Bahamas Conference was behind their decision. He believed that at Nassau
Mr. Macmillan had sought to preserve his nuclear independence by treating
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unilaterally with the United States. , In such an important matter the United
Kingdom, he felt, should have put its future European partners in the picture.
The former Belgian Prime Minister said that major international decisions were
always taken in disregard of rules of co-operation (EDC, Suez, Cuba, Bahamas);
he felt that something should be done to prevent the affairs of Europe from being
settled by another Yalta. Whilst he agreed with many other speakers that there
should be no hegemony in Europe, we also had the right to demand that no
hegemony should be exercised over Europe.
Without going into any detailed consideration of the designs attributed to General
de Gaulle, many other members of the House were hostile to the notion of a
more or less insular continental Europe, called upon one day to play the part
of a third force in world politics under the leadership of one or two countries.
AII this, it was frequently said, was incompatible with the characteristics of a
supranational, democratic and open Community stressed in particular by
M. Luecker (Christian-Democrat, Germany) and M. Biesheuvel.
The Franco-German treaty was mentioned by most speakers. Except for some,
including M. Furler (Christian-Democrat, Germany) they generally saw a causal
relationship between the interruption of the negotiations and the new agpeement
between two of the leading Member States of the Europe of the Six.
Nobody doubted the beneficial nature of Franco-German reconciliation (which,
it was recalled, had been the main.concern of the sponsors of the ECSC). But
to some this new agreement seemed either pointless (M. de Kinder) or harmful in
that it threatened to change the Community character of the Europe of the Six
or might mean the break-up of NATO and the permanent rejection of Great
Britain (M. Kapteyn).
M. Dehousse (Socialist, Belgium) wondered whether this treaty was not unlawful.
It was disputed whether this form of Franco-German collaboration was conducive
to the political union of the Six. Several speakers following M. Faure noted with
regret that at any rate not one of the steps taken by the Parliament with a view
to political union had met with any success.
Speakers hoped that despite the crisis of confidence which had arisen amongst
the Member States European integration would continue and that any idea of
obstructing'the Community's work by way of reprisals against France would be
dropped. M. Margulies (Liberal, Germany) and M. Dehousse were particularly
insistent that the associated countries of Africa and Madagascar should not be
the victims of a European quarrel, and that the new convention linking these
,countries with the Community be signed without further delay.
M. 
. 
Turani (Christian-Democrat, Italy) pointed out that in five years the Com-
munity had achieved great economic success and had set up an autonomous
structure of its constituent States. The present crisis (which was reminiscent of
that over the European Defence Community) could be the starting point for a
new drive in Europe. Many members of the House felt that this could with
confidence be left to the Commission, pending more favourable circumstances for
the extension of the European Community through the inclusion of new members,
especially the United Kingdom.
At the close of the debate on M. Hallstein's statement, the European Parliament
considered three draft resolutions.
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The.first, presented by M. Pleven on behalf of the three political groups of the
Parliament, requested the Commission to report to the Pirliament- within three
weeks on the state the 
-negotiations had reiched on 29 January 1963. Thisplopgsaf wa_s 
_adopted, the UNR-UDT delegates abstaining. Thei spokesman,M._9" la Maldne, said that the proposal appeared to ignore the terins of theproblem and that such-a 
_r_epgrt would only multiply by tenlhe statement presentedthe previous day by M. Hallstein
The second draft resolution was put forward by members of the three groups.It had rbference to the_ jn-terruptpn-o,t the negotialions and was aiopted p"figr"itby.paragraph,- the UNR--UDT delegates again abstaining, mainly beciuse-they
objected to the definition of a united States of Europe aia supranational com--
munity. The debate closed with the adoption of a -socialist amendment to the
resolution,- calling for regular exchanges of views within the conference, so as to
facilitate the accession of other States.
The Parliament finally rejected, on a tie of 38 votes to 38 a third draft resolution,
standing in the name of the Socialist group and also endorsed by two Netherlandi
members of other gloups. It contained a solemn protest against the method
chosen to cause the breakdown just as the course of the neg6tiations gave rise
to the hope that a suicessful conclusion could be reached. the resolulion also
expressed the Parliament's conviction that the negotiations had been broken offfor reasons which were largely extraneous to the matters under discussion. It
ended as follows : " The European Parliament ... rejects as incompatible with
the security of F,urope an-y attempt, bilateral or other, which has a.s its purpose
or effect the weakening oi lhe Community machinery a:rd thereby the hegemonyof one State or a group of States. " -
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ll. The economic outlook fo'r the Community
Extracts from the speech by M. Mariolin,
Vice.President of the Commission of the European Economic Qspmrnity,
. in the European Parliament on 4 February 1963
on 4 February 1963 M. Robert Marjolin, a vice-President of the EEC ccjmmis-
sion, addressed the European Parliament on the economic situation in the Com-
munity. Looking back over t962, M. Marjolin said that the forecasts made a
year earlier had leen borne out by the results. th9 gto.. Commu.nity productin terms of volume had risen by about 4.5 Vo. Industrial production probably
increased 6 Vo in the same period, as opposed to 6.6 Vo in 1961. The slight loss
of momentum was due to the fact that Community exports of goods to non-
member countries had advanced little if at all in 1962 and internal ddmand had
grown somewhat more slowly. Fixed investment by industry has climbed less
Iteepty than in 1961 but thele had been no slackening in the growth of public
investhent. All in all, gross fixed capital formation at constant prices 
. 
had
expanded by roughly 5.5 % instead of 9 Vo in 1961.- Expenditure on private
consumption, on the other hand, had been an increasingly important factor in
."onorni" expansion'and intra-Community trade had again expanded much faster
than trade with non-member countries.
Owing to the heavy increase in imports (9 Vo in value), particularly from the
Unitei Kingdom (+ 20 Vo), combined with only slack glowi!. of e-x_p-orts,--the
Community;s balance of trade had deteriorated by something like 1 300 million
dollars in comparison with 1961. A fairly large surplus, however, continued to
be recorded on current account. Despite advance repayments of public debts
abroad the official gold and foreign exchange reserves of the member countries
appeared to have irounted by about 580 million dollars in 1962 (as against
1 200 million dollars in 1961).
Trends on the money and capital markets showed somewhat marked changes as
compared with the Year before.
M. Marjolin then turned to the forecasts for the six member countries in 1963.
Forecasts for individual member countries \
t...1
" In all probability, economic development in the Federal Republic ol Germany
in 1963 will be on much the same scale as in 1962. The gross national product
will probably increase from 3.5 to 4 Vo by voluT-9. 
_ 
As- in the previous 
-ye-ar,
household consumption and public expenditure will be the mainspring of_ this
expansion. By contrast, growth in exports,will no doubt be somewhat Iimited and
a iendency towards a deCline in the growth of investment by indu_stry is.-expected
to persist. Though imports are likely to increase les-s rapidly, they will, never-
theiess, bring about a further deterioration in the balance of current p?yments,
albeit iess silgnificant than in the previous year. Prices are not expected to rise
as steeply as in 1962.
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Forecasts worked out by the Commission for France point once again to further
rapid economic expansion: it seems fikely that the gross uational product will
go up 5 Vo by volume. As in the Federal Republic of Germany, expansion will
be due largely to the growth of domestic consumption
While indications are that public enterprises, to judge from their programmes,
will increase their investments substantially in 1963, private industry seems some-
what hesitant about is plans. All things considered, including an appreciable
growth in investments by public authorities, gross fixed capital formation should
advance at approximately the same pace as in 1962.
External demand might, on the whole, act as a stronger stimulus to the French
economy than in 1962, n view of the expected increase in exports to the franc
area, which should be relatively higher than last year. Sales abroad, on'the other
hand, will probably increase to a lesser extent than in 1962. Surpluses on the
balance of external payments may be reduced.
i'rices remain one of France's main preoccupations. Public authorities will have
to give the problem their whole attention and efforts'may have to be intensified
to curb the rise in the cost of living. While it is not yet certain how food prices
will develop, the prospects as regards the cost of manufactured goods and services
are still giving cause for concern.
In all probability, economic expansion n ltaly in 1963 will continue at tlte present
high rate. An increase of around 5.5 to 6 Vo by volume in the gross national
product may be expected if harvests are normal and public investments are stepped
up. Since the end of 1961, wages have risen substantially in Italy and this trend
will probably continue in 1963, with a consequent sharp increase in household
consurirption. Exports, on the other hand, may expand less rapidly than in 1962.
Growth of investment by industry continues, as for some time past, to be rather
sluggish. Public investment will consequently have a particularly important part
to play in Italian economic expansion in 1963.
The increase in the Netherlands' gross national product irr'1963 
- 
approximately
4 Vo 
- 
will be greater than in 1962, thanks partly to increased elasticity in
production following a temporary slowdown due to a reduction in the working
week. This will make it possible to improve on the 1962 export figures. There
is a risk, on the other hand, of a slight drop in internal demand, mainly as a
result of the very small increase expected in industrial inlestment in 1963.
Consumption growth is likely to remain, at roughly the 1962 rate of some 4 Vo
by volume. The falling-off in internal,demand will have relatively strong reper-
cussions on imports, as is normal in an economy as open as that of the Nether-
lands. In view of anticipated foreign trade trends, the balance on current trans-
actions will show an increase over the 7962 figtre.
Economic expansion in Belgium in 1963 will be maintained roughly at the 1962
rate. The gross national product is expected to increase by 3 Vo despite less
favourable export prospects and a possible slackening in the growth of invest-
ments by industry. The combined effects of these two factors will probably be
offset by a more rapid advance in public investment coupled with a slight rise
in household consumption, due mainly to higher wages.
It is difficult to forecast economic developments in the Grand Duchy ol Luxem-
bouig in 1963 with any certainty, since its economy depends to a large extent
l7
9n stTJ exports, particularly to countries outside the community, and there is no
mlmediate prospect of any appreciable improvement in these i:iports. 
,
T," I:l?gorg comparison of th-e prospects of the individual countries brings outand contlrms a tendency towards an alignment of the business situation in flve of
llr :l 9:qmunity countries; the. deve'iopment of the Luxembourg economy ischaracterized by special features gue, obviously, t9 its structure. rlis alignrieniis-not, of course, complete in all fields, nor could it or should it be so until"a very
advan-ced stage has been reached in the structural transformation which will b'e
one of the Common Market's principal advantages. A comparison of the situationin the various countries n 1962 an-d their proipects for 1i63 *itrr a.u"rofmenGin previous years reveals, however, a growGg similarity in the trends of the main
economic variables. The differences in range noted frbm one country to another
are still considerable and will remain so for some years to come, but'the t-.dr;iintegration of markets and, to a certain extent, the closer co-ordination of b"usiness
cycle policies already seem to have eliminated fundamentally opposing t."oo..
This 
.also .implies, as. I shall- have an opportunity of explaining to you later, a
certain 
_uniformity in the problems of economic policy wittr-which-publit authoriiiesin the Member States have to cope. tt ,, -
IVorld economic situation
M.Jvlarjolin then pointed.out.that.despite the steady growth of intra-Community
trade, the world economic situation iemained a veiy important factor. Th;
community did not feel that demand from non-member countries would greatly
stimulate economic activity in the Community in 1963 since the main #estern
industrialized countries would probably follow an active policy of srpport roi
their own economic activity.
In the united States expansion could be expected to cont:nue, despite the fears
of recession expressed n 1962, but the probable growth rate was not sufficient
to warrant a prediction of appreciably higher community sales to America.
The growth of e-xports t9 tlE united Kingdom was likely to be only moderate.
The measures taken by the British Government did not ieem likely io speed up
economic expansion to any great extent in the very short term.
Moreover, community exports to the other countries of the European Fr6e Trade
Association would probably expand less rapidly than in L962 aid, exports to the
developing countries could be'expected to make only very slight progress because
of these countries' lack of foreign exchange.
Outlook for the Community in 1963
I
[...] " From the preceding survey of the economic prospects of individual member
countries you will already have concluded that, while tie growth ol demand within
the Communily will continue to be substantial in 1963, it must, nevertheless, be
expected to diminish slightly. This will be especially true ol lixed investment byindustry. Even if the influence of certain restraining factors n 1962 diminishedin 1963 
- 
if, f61 instance, there was slight widening of profit margins by com-
parison with the previous year 
- 
such a trend could nol be taken as a'iguring
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a stronger prolensity to invest. on the other hand, if weather conditions were
normal, 3 fair]y 
-steep rise cotld 
-be expected in investment in buildirg ;Jconstruction which would partly offset the decline in the growth of inveitmentin capital goods. All in,all, th-e increase in gross rixea cafiitar rorm.tior-.ilti
thus amount to almost 5 % in real terms, -or only siightit l;ss than the rate
recorded f.or 1962.
consumer expenditure will continue to 
.grow apa€e in 1963 and, will once againbe the.mainspring oJ economic expansion. Dbmestic .onrrrnpiion will increase
appreciably, a]tfough probably at-l s_lighay slower rate. rh6 upwara trend inthe wages and incomes in general will-ooiutless be less *uik.d^than in 1962.But, with the more moderite price increases expected, the rate of growitr -otdomestic consumption in real terms will fall only slightly, prouutty io a tittie
under 5 vo as agarnst 5.2 vo n 1962. pubtic spindiig, o; ih" ottr6r hana, witi
continue to rise, even if a tittle less steeply than in tg6z in some countries.
In view of these overall demand 
.prospecf,s and of the probable slowing down ofimports from non-member countriEs, the increase in the'gross community productin 1.96-3^ryigh1_be approximately 4.5 vo in volume, that-is to say almosi as much
as in 1962. Having r-egard to world prospects, which I mentionld earlier, r think
we- may consider this forecast as satisfactory. If it materialized it would piactically
coincide with the average rate of increase which we can hope to att;in in thl
course of the preserlt dpcade.
I
Outlook for various indushies
Intrstrial 
_production in the Community may increase by about 5 vo as against6 % in 1962. As in that 
-year, development will vary ionsiderably from i."toito sector. In view of the efforts being made to stimulite household-consumption,ye Tay assume that, generally speaking, the consumer goods industriei wilibenefit, as in 
.the 
-previous year, irom i substantial expaision of the internalmarket. 
-. 
J-udging_ from tendencies observed over a long^ period, the Iatter will,
above all, boost the production of consumer durables. tIer"e there will probably
be a further considerable increase in the production of private cars and commerciil
vehicles, which went up by about 16 yi n tue community as a whole n 1962.
Similarly, in most of the Community countries, certain branches of the electrical
industry will again experience substantial increases in their sales on the internal
market. The other consumer goods industries 
- 
especially textiles and clothing,
leather and footwear 
- 
may also receive an appreiiable,- if less brisk, stimulu-i
from. community_ markets. It is also highly probable that general 'economic
conditions in 1963 will encourage a furtheisubsiantial expansio-n of the chemical
and 
-petr-oleum industries, whose share in total industriaf production is growing
steadily from year to year.
on the other hand, the fall-off in orders for iapital goods apparent in several
member countries over,the past year or more, and in-tgoz aiieady responsiblefor reducing the growth of output in the mechanical and, to a iessef extent,
electrical engineering industries, is likely to make its effects more keenly feliin 1963. Having-regard to the state of the order-books, however, the point has
not yet been reached where there is a risk of production falling below ihe 1962
level.
t9
Trends in the processing industries do'not foreshadow any notable increase in the
output of raw materials or semi-finished products. Broadly speaking, the situation
in the latter industries will be much the same as in 1962. There will probably
be a slight drop in production in the iron and steel industry; steel consumption
in the Community will go on increasing, it is true, but the other elements of
demand, particularly exports to non-member countries, will show a downward
tendency.
Owing to its being supplanted by other energy sources, there may be a further
slight decline in the output of coal.
Employment
Although it is difficult to make forecasts about employment, it seems safe to say,
in view of the economic expansion expected in 1963, that employment figures
will continue to rise. Owing to differences in population growth, the labour
markets in the various countries will not all react in the same way to this
expansion. The Federal Republic of Germany, where the normal increase in the
working population will be negligible, will again have to recruit considerable
numbers of foreign workers. In France, on the other hand, repatriation from
Algeria and the sho(ening of military service, coupled with a greater population
growth, will doubtless help to,ease the situation in the labour market. The same
applies to a Iesser degree t<i the Netherlands. In Belgium, employment figures
will remain high, while unemployment in Italy, which is essentially structural,
will probably continue to decrease, though less rapidly than in 1962.
Trade 
./
Since the growth of demand in the Community remains considerab le, the upward
trend in imports from non-member countries will continue. The increase may,
however, be less substantial than in 1962, mainly on account of reduced purchases
of agricultural products, the 1962 harvests having, on the whole, been better
Nevertheless, in view of the slender expansion anticipated in exports, it seems
normal to expect a further deterioration in the Community's trade balance, albeit
less serious than in 1962. In any event, the surplus on current account will no
doubt still be comparatively large, which means that the Community countries
will continue to have room for maneuvre, enabling them to expand their economic
activity rapidly without fear of external payments difficulties.
There is every likelihood that intra-Community trade will again develop more
vigorously than trade with non-member countries.
than those of 1961.
Special Problems ,
t' 
"'iI should like now to sEiy a few words about two sets of problems which arbse
in 1962, as they did during the two preceding years, and which will once again
engage our attention in 1963 : first, the rise in prices and production costs, linked
with the pressure on profit margins and its effects on investment : and secondly,
the balance of international payments.
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l. Rise in price
The rise in consumer prices which proceeded slowly until the middle of 1961 but
accelerated thereafter in all member countries, though less rapidly in Belgium
and Luxembourg, continued throughout 1962. It persisted generally until the
end of the summer of. 1962, when, except in France and Italy, prices fell again.
slightly. Retail prices of industrial products, however, have risen steadily. The
same applies to the cost of services, which rose more steeply than average con-
sumer prices for the obvious reason that improvement in productivity is relatively
slower in that sector, while wages are proportionately higher and the increase in
the wage-bill almost as high as in other branches of, activity. Moreover, the
average level of service costs is affected, in most member countries, by regular
increases in controlled rents not directly related to the economic situation.
By and large, demand played a less significant part in this than it did the year
before, and the same will probably happen again in 1963. On the other hand,
the increase in costs per unit of output persisted. The upward trend in the wage-
bill per unit of output tended to level out, however, during 1962. Pay rises
became more moderate in several member countries, owing mainly to a slight
easing in the labour market and a slower rise of demand. Moreover, it would
appear that, in industry at any rate, there has lately been a further increase in
productivity. This is due to the considerable increase in rationalization invest-
ments in recent years, the ellects ol which were not lelt until the expansion ol
production was manifestly slowing down sufliciently to induce lirms to take on
less labour. 
:
These tendencies are likely to persist in 1963 when wages generally will probably
rise less steeply than in L962 and productivity may well make a further surge
forward. Such a development could have a restraining influence on prices; it
would also have a favourable effect on profits which aie themselves showing an
upward trend, not only because of the increase in selling prices already mentioned
but, also temporarily because of the decline. in raw material prices, which
coniinued throughoui 1962. A further factoi is a relative alleviation of the
financial burden, due to the deferred collection of certain direct taxes. One of
the negative factors affecting firms' investment planb thus seems likely to become
less significant.
2. Balance of international payments
The most noteworthy feature of. 1962 as regards the second problem 
- 
that of
international payments 
- 
was that the tendency towards a better equilibrium
persisted. By and large, the surpluses of those countries whose reserves have
been increasing steadily for several years have dwindled, as have drawings on
the reserves of debtor countries. This trend was particularly marked in the EEC
countries and in the United States. "
M. Marjolin added that this trend resulted from measures taken by the United
States (extension of tied aid) and by the European countries (advance repayments
of debts and purchase of American equipment as a counterpart to American
military aid). The burden for the American balance of payments was thus becom-
ing appreciably lighter.
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" But tlese are merely temporary expedients to relieve a critical situation. Moreimportant for a better balance'of internationai t;yilri;-l; the furure is the
co-ordination of economic, financial and monetari, policies on both sides of theAtlantic. I shall now consider, in turn, trade in goods, long-term exports of
capital and short-term capital movements.
The high rate of econonJic e-xpansion in the EEC countries 
- 
much greater thanin most other industrialized areets 
- 
has 
_resulted, among other fiings, in aconsiderable increase r1 tlgir--impgru. EEC has pioved ai all-importuf;t'ortr.ifor the united States; in 1960 and 1961, it absor-bed from 30 to'35 % of theincrease in America's exports.
The United States competitive position vis-i-vis Europe has greatly strengthened
since 1959, thanks to soaring production costs in Europe itit"'.o.r.rfr*ainl
costs in the United States remained almost static. The rivaluation of the marf
and guilder in 1961 was a further contributing factor.
This trend is likely to be maintained in 1963. In all probability there will continueto be greater stability in production costs in the United staies than in Eurofe.
Although trade in goods plays a vital part in payments relations across theAtlantic, the part played by private capital move-mLnts is also significant.
!he- growing outflow of long-term private capital was one of the main cauies
of the deterioration in the United States balance of payments. The recent develop-
ment of some of its components (in particular, dilett investments) seems, hori-
ever, to foreshadow a slowing-down of this trend.
The changes that have- taken place in production costs and profit margins in
Europe have narrowed. thg gap which existed between inveitment yijlds on
opposite sides of the Atlantic.
This 
-approximation should be accentuated by the fact that the United Statesis se_eking 
-to-solve its balance-of-paymentjlifficulties, not by a deflationary policy,
9qt !y a- deliber-ate expansionist policy. , The Kennedy Administration hai ticttdd
this-fundamental problem energetically : steps have aiready been taken in various
fields towards its solution, and further more important meisures are being devised(fiscal reform, including, for example, substantial tax reductions).
on this view, United States- imports may, of course, go up slightly, but exports
are likely to be maintained at their current level and miy even-be increised.
Furthermore, expansion will offer greater scope for the internal investment of
A-merican and foreign capital, particularly if interest rate policy takes account
of the problems arising from the special mobility of short-term capital.
Finally, it should be added that incomes from private capital invested abroad
have risen steadily and substantially in the past few years.- In 1961, the latest
year for which full data are available, total incomes (from the entire world)
proved to be much higher (3 300 million) tran the gross outflow of long-term
capital (2 500 million).
short-term.capital movements, on the other hand, continue to be the weak spotin the United States' external payments situation. The frequently irrational
character of these movements makes forecasting hazardous. what we can say,
however, is that a number of factors which encouraged them have disappeared.
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T::::_$yQ .!!g ryrio$ of uncertainty as regards adjustments in exchange ratesor .truropean currencres is now past; for another, there is now much less d'isparitybetween European and Americin interest rates than tnere nas teen at times inthe. pas!. Bank rate in five EEC countries (the uetgo-tuximuourg-nconlmic
IJni?o,frgncg,^Italy and the Netherlands) is now g.S 7r;i Girr-! it tsi_ %.In the united States it is again 3 vo. These rates, it is true, are not the seme
as those on the money mar[et, and differences in interest on ihe capital markets
continue to be considerable. But the trend is unmistakable. B"th tii;t;rd ;-;;;of concbrted measures.by European and American rnon.i"ry urthorities should
undou.btedly be- regarded as an indication of substantial [.ogr.r, towards aco-ordination of monetary policies, so conspicuously lacking t*"o o, three yiars
ago.
I think we may ionclude 
_from the foregoing that prospects of a better balancem rnternational payments have improved.
Having analysed the economic outrook for 1963, t shouia like now to turn tothe implementation of a short-term economic poiicy adapted to these forecasts.
Short-term economic policy
We. must consider, first of all, what action the Commission has taken, in association
with the Governments of the Member States, to strengthen the co-ordination of
short-term economic policies and improve economic aialyses and forecasts.
Economic budgets -/
As I announced in January 1962,the ilconomic policy committee, on a proposal
9y tne commission, recommended the regular establishment of an ,rono*i tiaiitfor each Community country in the form of economic forecasts accompanied -bv
a statement on an appropriate economic policy for their fulfilment. ,, ^
M. Marjolin said that these surveys would be improved and extended to cover
employment... " I am convinced, " he added, " ihat the difficulties which are
almost inevitable at the start of this kind of operation will soon be overcome
and that Governments will be only to anxious io support an initiative which is
bound to assist them in conducting their national economic policies and in ful-
filling. their.obligations as regards the co-ordination of short-terir economic policies
laid down in the Treaty of Rome. I hope not only that it will thus be fossibleto compare economic forecasts and policies in satisfactory conditions, but also
that the practice will be extended and perfected.
Business surveys
The rarmonized system of business survdys at community level which I also
mentioned last January has been establish6d as planned.
Short-term economic measures
We shall now consider the steps which should be taken in the context of short-
te-rm economic policy in 1963 from the point of view of the Community as a
whole. The conclusions I shall draw are, incidentally, valid for most of the
member countries taken individually.
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In view of the continuing buoyancy of overall demand, our essential task, in
the immediate future at any rate, must be to stabilize prices or at least , curb
decisively their upward trend.
As I said, prospects here are better than a yeil ago. But this does not mean that
rising consumer prices will cease to be a problem in 1963; indeed, there has
already been a substantial, though probably only temporary, increase in the price
of certain foodstuffs owing to the hard winter. Circumstances seem to me to call
for a continuation of our efforts to combat more effectively the 'creeping inflation '
which has been afflicting the economies of most countries of the free world since
the war.
Although the success of our efforts here depends not on the application of one
single, simple remedy but rather on the combined effects of measures taken in all
fields of economic and social policy, discussions and studies both inside and out-
side the Community reveal that, in a market economy aiming at lull employment
and vigorous 'and steady expansion, a concerted incomes policy is indispensable.
Such a policy implies that public authorities will take apporpriate stePs to ensure
that the behaviour of both sides of industry in wage negotiations, price decisions
by firms, and important public or private decisions in general that affect the
distribution of incomes, are co-ordinated with the general economic policy aims
of the Community countries. This presupposes, inter alia, the creation or improve-
ment by governments of machinery by which the claims of the various social
groups may be confronted on the basis of the objective data supplied in the
economic budgets.
The continuing favourable external payments situation of the Community countries
in 1963 will enable them to curb price rises by means of further measures calculated
to increase supply. I am thinking in particular of the lowering, before the date
originally fixed, of the customs tariff applied between member countries, reduc-
tions in consumer taxes which have equivalent effect to customs duties, and the
pursuit of a liberal commercial policy vis-d-vis non-member countries, on a
reciprocal basis of course.
Efforts to speed up vocational training, increase manpower mobility and direct
investment towards areas with labour reseryes must be maintained and intensified.
Lastly, the policy on competition should be pursued energetically in order to
forestall unwarranted price increases, encourage cuts where possible and ensure
a rational use of the Community's productive resources.
In view of the slowdown in the growth of demand, I leel it would be inadvisable
to resort to moderating measures, except perhaps in exceptional instances where
the disequilibrium in certain markets makes them absolutely essential, as might
be the case in the building and construction sector in certain countries such as
the Federal Republic of Germany and the Netherlands
The maintenance ol a high rate of expansion is dnd must continue to be the main
target ol the Community's economic policy.
Prospects of expansion for the current year are still good, but I do not think
we can maintain a satisfactory rate of economic growth for long if increases in
production continue, as at present, to depend primarily on consumption, housing
u
and investment in public utilities, while progress in directly productive investment
is almost at a standstill.
Certain factors which had for some time been restraining the growth of such
investme-nts have, as I said, weakened.
We must none the less keep a careful watch on the situation and create as
favourable conditions as possible for these investments and particularly their
financing. It will be necessary, above all, to avoid strain, however short-lived,
on the capital and money markets resulting, for example, from balance-of-pay-
ments developments or from the budgetary or financial operations 'of public
authorities.
If economic growth is to continue at a high tempo, governments must also be
equipped to take whatever measures may be required in any contingency. This
implies taking certain precautions to improve the conditions under which short-
term economic policy decisions are made and implemented. Such reforms are
easier when general economic prospects are satisfactory, as is tlte case at present.
It was in this spirit that the Commission addressed recommendations to the
Governments of the Member States in order that swift and effective action might
be taken in the event of a serious decline in economic growth or of a recession.
These recommendations are based largely on conclusions from studies conducted
by the Economic Policy Committee in close collaboration with the Monetary
Committee. They embody practical suggestions for improving the instruments
of budgetary and monetary policy and policy on investment, prices and incomes,
so as to give them the necessary flexibility and efficacy. The Commission placed
special emphasis on the need :
a) To co-ordinate more closely the economic policies pursued by the various
competent authorities in each country;
b) To speed up the planning, approval and implementation of short-term eco-
nomic policy measures;
c) To base economic policy decisions on detailed analyses of economic trends
and on short-term general economic forecasts, giving due warning of downturns
in economic activity.
The recommendations were communicated to your Economic and Financial
Committee.
Once again, in order to avoid any misunderstanding, let me stress that tftese
recommendations are by no means intended to ward ofl the danger of an already
loreseeable recession, but merely to enable the Community countries, and the
Community itself, to cope with any eventuality by providing quick-starting, effective
machinery in advance,
If we are to attain the ecoiomic policy aims set out in the Treaty of Rome, it will
clearly not be enough, however, to forestall or combat disequilibria as they occur
or become imminent. Hence, in its action programme for the second stage the
Commission defined the general principles of a system of economic programming,
aimed at outlining, for the longer term, the desirable and feasible course of
economic development in the Community. Not only will it thus be possible to
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determine short-term economic policy measures in accordance with forecasts
extending over a longer period of years, but economic policy as a whole will
become more effective, thanks to a clearer insight into all its effects. Finally,
by helping to eliminate disparities in the development of the economies of Mem-
ber States, programming will facilitate the implementation of a short-term
economic policy for the Community as a whole.
Such, Mr. President; Ladies and Gentlemen, are the proposals put forward by
the Commission in order to avert the dangers of soaring prices and a serious
decline in economic activity. Considering the forces making for expansion in
our countries and the keener awareness displayed by national and Community
authorities of their responsibilities and of the opportunities open to them, and
confident that we shall see the principal countries outside the Community follow
an active anticyclical policy, I feel that the fulfilment of the generally optimistic
predictions I have made should not be beyond our reach. "
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lll. Requests for association by neutral countries
On 12 and 15 December 1961 Austria, Sweden and Switzerland each addressed
a letter to the President of the Council of Ministers of the EEC expressing theirdesire to participate in an enlarged European market. They wished to co"nclude
an agreement with the community and hoped that the date chosen for opening
the.negotiations would enable ths solutioni adopted for each EFIA 
"oo"'t 
y i3be implemented simultaneously (in accordan.e wiih the EFTA Council's statement
of 31 July 1961).
In varying terms. the,Austrian, Swedish and swiss letters all proposed an agree-
ment under Article 238 of. the Treaty of Rome. All three irovernments" feltthat on this basis formulas could be found to safeguard their common policy of
neutrality without weakening the unity of the EEC.
Though, to a varying extent, they bore the economic aims and the content of the
Bof" Treaty in mind, they drew attention to certain exceptions necessitated intheir opinion by their neutrality. They set out these exceptions in almost identical
terms :
a) 
_. 
First, they must have a certain freedom of action in matters of commercialpolicy,. including the pover to negotiate trade and tariff agreements with third
countries; but this would not exclude co-ordination of their tiade policy with thai
of the Community;
b) They would also like the assurance of certain vital supplies in the event
of war; l
c,) Tlrey claimed the right 
-to abstain from taking any measures incompatiblewith the demands of neutrality. 
_ 
This right might-go io far as suspending the
Association 
-Agreement comple-tely or in part, ind -even denouncin! tne SntireAgreement in the event of serioui internaiionil- tension; this would i" aon" Uy
means of a clause on the lines of Article 224 of. the Rome Treaty.
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IV. Presentation of New Ydar wishes
by the Permanent RePresentatives
On 31 January 1963 the Presidents and members of the Euratom and EEC
Commissions received the Permanent Representatives of the Member States, who
presented their New Year wishes.
Speeches were made by Ambassador Borschette, President in office of the Com-
-itt"e of Permanent Representatives and by the Presidents of the European
Commissions, M. Pierre ehatenet and M. Walter Hallstein.
Ambassador Borschette spoke of the progress made during the year just ended
and paia tribute to the viluable contribution of the Commissions to the solving
of outstanding problems.
The following are extracts from Ambassador Borschette's address.
" ... Lg6t culminated in the move to the second stage of the Common Market's
transition period. 1962 began 
- 
late it is true 
- 
with the implementation. of
the common agricultural policies. It ended with the initia.lling of the Association
Convention ro'itiog 1$ Airican States and Madagascar with us by close links of
friendship and fruidul co-operation.
i, ln 1962 we were also able to conclude the Association Agreement with Greece;
we approved the second five-year plan for Euratom, and the FEC Commission
drew^up its action programme 
- 
the.broad lines of a systematic organization of
the reriaining work to be done to achieve maximum possible integration.
" These, it seems to me, are some of the major events which pqked the year 19.62
within the Communities and outside. It was a year in which the Communities,
after emerging from the initial period of tariff unification, moved towards the
true economiC union which is the object of the Rome Treaty.
,,But I mention these problems and their solutions here mainly because the
contribution of the Commissions has been vitally important.
" Whether we think of the common agricultural policy, Euratom's five-year plan,
the negotiations with Greece or with the African countries and Madagascar or
many -other matters, the unfailing collaboration at all levels between the Com-
missions and the Councils has been the essential and determining factor in
achieving positive results, in finding answers to the most involved problems and
bringingll-oser together points of view which initially were sometimes far apart.
" This collaboration is the touchstone of the institutional side of our Communities,
the feature which, apart from its originality, is their best guarantee of efficacy
and success.
" I know we are confronted today with difficulties which require from all of us a
special effort of mutual understanding, collaboration and solidarity. H9y9ve1,
the cohesion between our six countries developed in five years of work and friend-
ship and strengthened by the assiduous labour of the Commissions, will once
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again enable us to overcome every obstacle. The links uniting us are certainly
stronger than any divergence of views which might divide us. The task we have
undertaken is too important and too real for us to halt or turn back.
" In order to achieve an enlarged Community the present Community must remain
in being and advance.
" For five,years now our national interests have been gradually evolving into
common or Community interests. This is one reason why I believe that the
Communities are alive, that they will go on living and developing, that they are
permanent. "
Replying to Ambassador Borschette's address, M. Hallstein, President of the
Commission, said:
" ... The Council's guiding decisions on agriculture and competition taken at the
beginning of. 1962 were, as you, your Excellency, have already explained, the
culmination of laborious preparations and extraordinary exertions during the
previous year. 
.These first steps towards economic union have been followed by
others in the course of this year. In its action programme the Commission gave
us the outline of what it was convinced would have to be accomplished by the
Community's institutions over the coming years to set the seal on our past achieve-
ments and ensure that the Treaty, which enjoins an economic union, is duly
implemented in the letter and the spirit.
" It is already clear that, more than ever before, th'e institution of the Com-
munity and the Governments of the Member States will have to close their ranks,
co-operate still more closely and become more fully aware of the interplay of
their actions. ... "
" It is, both politically and psychologically, gratifying that the negotiations with
the associated African States on the renewal of the association was concluded in
good time before the first Implementing Convention expired. The efforts expended
on this model of European-African partnership by the Council and the Commission
and not least by the Africans themselves, who are quickly growing into their
new role in international affairs, have been well worth while.
" On the other hand, the vexing problem of a durable structure for our relations
with our friends in Europe and the Atlantic area in particular is still awaiting
a solution.
" And certainly no one fails to recognize how important, how serious the problems
are that we see before us. But we must not forget that European integration,
which has successfully weathered its way through many perilous deeps and critical
hazards, is a long-term process and one involving broad horizons. Let me con-
clude from this that we have no prospect of mastering the problems still out-
standing unless we keep clearly before us the fact that only immobility spells
death, whereas the onward movement of life bears within itself all hopes and all
promise of their fulfilment. If we decide to go on in this spirit with the work
of the New Year, we shall see that, although there are difficult phases in the
dynamic flow of events in which we are caught up, yet there is nothing for which
the machinery of our Community does not provide the nucleus of a possible
solution... "
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V. The activities of the Community
EXTERNAL RELATION 
\
New Year Reception for heads of Missions to the European Communities
1. At the New Year reception for heads of Missions to the European Communi-
ties on 31 January 1963 the speakers included Sir Arthur Tandy, United King-
dom Ambassador to the European Communities and Doyen of the Diplomatic
Corps, and the Presidents of the Commissions of the European Communities.
The following is an extract from Sir Arthur Tandy's address :
" When I took charge of my Mission to ECSC in Luxembourg in 1958 I joined
a Diplomatic Corps of nine Representatives. One of them was then also accredited
to the Communities newly established under the Rome Treaties with their
Commissions in Brussels. Today our Diplomatic Corps numbers fifty heads of
Missions, representing nearly half the sovereign States of the world.
1962, the first year of the second stage was a year of intense activity and
impressive progress. The European Communities extended their authority more
widely in the field of common.policy, economic union and scientific develop-
ment.
1962 was also a year of great hopes that your Communities would soon be
still further strenghtened by the accession or association of a number of other
European countries, including my own. I need not tell you how deeply my
Government regtet the breaking-up of these negotiations. I am happy to have
this opportunity to convey to the Commissions an expression of my Govern-
ment's sincere gratitude for the most valuable assistance which they gave to
the negotiators. As the Lord Privy Seal said at the last session of the Brussels
Conference, we in Britain are not going to turn our backs on Europe. We are
a part of Europe by geography, history, culture, tradition and civilization. We
shall continue to work with all our friends for the future strength and unity of
this continent. "
Professor Hallstein, President of the EEC Commission, replied as follows :
"... We are highly gratified at this expansion of the Diplomatic.Corps accredited
to us, which we take as evidence that the world is increasingly recognizing the
reality of our Community.
A backward glance over the past year will show that it has not been possible to
organize the Community's external-relations at the same rapid pace as we managed
to keep up in our internal arrangements. Nevertheless our Association Agree-
ment with Greece, leading on to ultimate full membership of the Community
in years to come, came into force in 1962.
It is most satisfactory that we were ab(e to conclude the negotiations 
-1vith the
associated African States and Madagascar before the expiry of the first implement-
ing convention. We have thereby laid the foundation for a lasting relation-
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ship between Europe and Africa, which permits of the co-ordination of ourmutual economic interests through. joint institutions based on the principle oiequality. while we have. 
-thus 
-g_iv-en 
expression to th;- co.muniiy's ipeciar
responsibility towards the AJrican States, we are aware that we also t uu" obiig*tions vis-i-vis the states of Latin America and Asia *t i.t ,", cannot and donot wish to deny. we hope in the.very near future'to eniei inio rruitui *goti*tions for co-ordinating our mutual iriterests. our policy-oi-.o_op.rution andprogress is intended to help all developing countries t^o rtr6ogtt 
"n 
their economicand political independence.
At the same time we are today facing problems of special gravity so far as the
extension of the community in Europe is concernei. rn6"grr'ui trr" pr"r.ni
stage it has not been possibie to attain the goal we had ,.i orir.tu.r, *" it orianot forget that life does not stand still.
The claims which the world has on us and in particular the interests of ourEuropean neighbours and Atlahtic friends, *a i"d;;J 
"t Jr orher countrieswith whom we maintain.friendly rerations,'have noi u."n-airinirnra, tt.y 
-.
-T,,r,g1ifj:Tt today a1 the.l were yesterday and to meet and respond t, it.*wilI be no.ress important in time to come 
- 
on the contraiy, it will becomi
ever more important. Nor is European integration, that fine venture which has
f:rd{ successfully weathered .so muny critic-al rt#r, , ;;;";, to be measuredln weel$, months or years; it is a long-term political project. And it is in thislight that we may say to ourserves a,i to atf oui rrie-ral tnut ir *ourd b; ;;sumptuous to regard any event 
-through which we are living as other thansomething 
-whose value is.determined by the historical conditiins oUtainiog aithe time when it occurred. tt '
common commercial poticy: rerations with state.trading countries
2. At its session on 24 January 1963 the Council formally adopted in the fourCommtnity languages a regulaiion on commercial relatio'nr *ith stut.-iiuai"!
countries as regards pqqaults falling under Regulations Nos. 19 i"er"rtrj, zo (pGmeat), 21 (eggs) and 22 (poultrymiat) (r).
The new- regulation is made in view of the special nature of commercial rela-tions with the countries. in question. Besidei appryin! to it 
"r. countries theggngral import system laid down in the agriculturai iegul"ations, the EEC Member
states will impose import controls operatiig by a systeilr oi ; inarcrtive amounts ,,.
The. regulation_ also provides for a community procedure if imports of a givenproduct from the Statetrading countries should ixceed uv 
-oi"'than 20 vo the
lve.rage o-f imports in 1960 and 1961 and the market oi on" or more Member
states suffers or is threatened with serious disruption tit.iy to 1.op".air" tt 
"attainment of the agricultural objectives of the Treaty. - J
This regulation has effect from 1 February 1963 and will remain in force until31 December 1964. The Commission is io submit in due 
"orir" proposals forthe system to be applied from 1 January 1965 onwards.
(t) See official gazette of the European communities, No. 14, 29 rantary 1963.
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Turkey's application for association
3. The negotiations between the Turkish delegation and that of the commis-
sion were c5ntinued from 14 to 18 January 1963'
The two delegations reported that views 
_on a number of points in the proposed
agreement hai been biought more 
rcloselY 
into line'
It was agreed that the negotiations'should be resulned as soon as possible.
Relations between EEC anil Algeria
4. The Algerian Government has approached the Community with a view to
tuttr-on fuiure relations between Alferia and the Community.
For the time being the Algerian Government proposes that the present arrange-
ments should be maintained.
The Council took note of this communication at its session of. 24 January and
tfr" .iiting President i.ni un acknowledgement to the Algerian Government the
same day.
Relations with Latin America
5. The Commission has transmitted to the Council a new memorandum on
i.futio* between EEC and Latin America setting out its views and proposals
in this matter.
Preparations for the next GAIT tariff negotiations
6. On 25 January 1963 the Commission received Mr. christian A. Herter,
rp".i"f-representative-of the President of the United States for negotiations
Jnder the^frade Expansion Act adopted by the United States Congress.
Mr. Herter was accompanied by Ambassador william T. Gossett, his deputy,
Mi. iot 
" 
Tuthill, UnitJd Stut., hmbassador to the European Communities and
others.
,/
Present for the Commission were M. Jean Rey, presiding, Vice-President Robert
Muiiofir, co-chairman, Vice-President Guiseppe Caron, M. Hans von der Groeben,
and-officials of the Commission's staff.
The meeting was confined to identifying the issues raised by the Trade Expan-
sion Act wi-thout attemptin! to reach fixed positions'
Among the issues raised were
a) Work still required in connection with the United States Customs Simplifica-
tion Act.
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b.) 
-The approach to problems of tariffs and non-tariff restrictions on trade in thelight of eventual negotiations
c) The broad problem of agricultural products.
d) The problems of developing countries in the context of multilateral negotia-
tions.
Mr.d Herter waS received. the following day by professor Hallstein, with whomhe held a general discussion.
Relations with international organizations
Council of Europe
7. 
.The community- was represented at-the_third part of the l4th ordinary
session of the consultative Aisembly of the council bf Er.ope which was heldin Strasbourg from 14 to 18 January.
on 16 and L7 January the. Assembly debated the council,s $eneral policyand European economic relations on th; basis of reports tabled t-y fuf. pfii",fii(France, christian Democrat) and M. vos (Netherlands, Socialisti.
.This debate came sh91ly after the press conference by the president of the
l-re.nc! _\epublic on 14 January 1963 and bore mainly on the accession of theUnited Kingdom to the communities and on European defence poti.y.
The debate issued in a reiommendation adopted by g7 votes to nil with6 abstention5 (British Labour representatives und u l.iorwegian representative).The Six and Great Britain..were urged-to reach 
"o "g.."ir.nt as quickly aspo.ssible in a spirit of conciliation provided that the pri-nciples and rules estab-lished under the Treaty of Rome were respected and subject to the adoption
of measures of adaptation and transition.
After the debate on the. general poricy gf th9 council of Europe, the Assembly
adopted another resolution concerning the council,s relations *itt, tt 
" 
6ECD.Several proposals had been made for endowing OECD with a parliamentarybody, but in order to avoid the creation of yet- another Assernblyr, th; ;;;;;-
mendatioh. urged governments to deal with oECD affairs at joint meetingsbetween the consultative 
-Assembly, representing the European countries inOECD, and American and Canadian parliamentirians.
Non-member counfries' missions to the Community
8. The EEC has acceded to the requests of the Governments ofJamaica and rrinidad and robago to - eitablish diplomatic relations
Community.
I] has given its agreement to the appointment of Ambassador carlosQuesada as head of the Peruvian misiion to the Community.
Iceland,
with the
Miro-
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Visits to the Commission
g. on 16 January 1963 the Commission received Mr. Rupert L. Murphy,
Chairman of the tnteriiale Commerce Commission (ICC) which is the principal
f.J.iJ--U"Ay responsible for transport matters in the United States'
on the following day Mr. Murphy spoke on the or-ganizftion and p-owers of
tf,. iCC to a mEetin! ,r *t i.t ini ctrair was taken 9V Y. Lambert Schaus, a
,r.r"U.i of the EEiCommission and President of the Transport Group'
ECONOIWC Ai\D HNAI\CIAL AFFAIRS
First meeting of restricterl sturly grouPs on under.developed areas, declining areas
and regionat aid in the EEC
10. The conference on regional economies organized !f the EEC in
O"..*U.. 1961 C) made- u ,.i.u.y of regional problems in Europ.e. P ?:9:t
t" .6dt ;e closely certain problems raised at the conference the Commts-
;i";- ft;;a ,"ttin'S-rp--ieitrictea. groups of specialists from the Member
States in matters of regional expansion'
The joint inaugural meeting 
-of these. groups- Y3s .held in Brussels oni+-l"i*..y 1965, under tii"""tui.,,unship-of M. Marjolin, Vice-President of
the Commission.
M. Marjolin.said that despite.the overall gxplnsion. that was tating-place- in
A; EEC ;o[ntri"r, *r"'r"gions were still-labouring-under difficulties that
coutO only be ou.r.or" Uy a-n active regional policy-. The Commission there-
ior" toot6a to the gtorpt'of .xperts to -h9lp it-decide, in conjunction with the
national authorities * ,i"tt 
"at Lf regional 
ixpanslon io remedy the backward-
""tt of the less favoured 
areas, as called for by the Treaty'
. 
The groups then met separately to plan their work'
under the chairmanship of M. Langer, Director in the Economics Ministry of
trc-f.d.i"f Republic 5t Ceimany, itd tir.t group began.a study of methods
;;- r.-pil ;t ii. a"u.Lp*.nt ,jf ttre_ Comfounity's peripheral areas, which
irgg.'ti trr 6enina the ce^ntral areas. It will consider in particular the ques-
tiii'of concentration or dispersal of investments'
Besides studying the industrial development of these regions, this group will
Aro cootiati tu-oa improvement, agriculture and services'
Tie second ,rouP, chaired by M. Persoon,. Deputy. Director of the Banque deg;*"fl.r, t"5t ui'it. ruUject"ways of reviving ictivity-in.areas that are heavily
;e;;i;i;it.d but where .t*" *u;o. industries are declining because of techno-
loeical or economic 
"t 
urg.r. The group decided to list areas suffering from
, ".',-rir"tiiui-J;;1il in ecSnomic acti;ity or threatened with recession, to study
td;;;rr for this aecin" and measure its extent. The group will subsequently
"onriA.i 
methods to combat the decline and ways in which the European
institutions can helP.
C) See Bulletin No. 1-62, Chap. III, and Bulletin No' 2-62, Chap' II'
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The.thirjl group..urder the chairmanship of M. Bloch-Laine, Director General
of the French " caisse de-s- d6p6ts et consignations,, met to plan its work.The group will assess the effectiveness of stepi taken to foster regional A.u.top-
ment. 
-ft will study the differenl typ€s of iid, their manner of-operation uridtheir effects in order to see whethei ihey answer their purpose.
Comparison of the budgets of the Member States
1]. .The^ working ?a{y for the 
-comparative study of the budgets of theMember States met in Brussels on 31 Jinuary and 1- February 1963.
The- experts concluded their study of the draft report on the social accounts
of the public authorities and the breakdown of expenditure by purposes.
It was decided to draw up the final report with due regard for comments made
at recent meetings.
THE INTERNAL MARKET
Abolition of import quotas
L2. The following t a list of the products in respect of which decisions havebeen taken by the commission under Article 33'(4) of the Treaty of Rome
on the basis of the 1959 and 1960 figures (r).
Federal Republic of Germany
Heading in German
customs tarilf Description ol product
ex 06.01 B
ex 06.02 C II
06.02 c Iv,
ex I5.07BlIa2b
15.07 Bil b 2
15.07Bllc2bt
ex 15.07 Bllc2b2
ex I5.07BlIcZb2
ex 15.12 B I
ex 15.13
ex 15.12 B I
ex 15.12 B II
ex 15.13
ex 20.01 B
. 20.05cIL
22.t0
ex 23.07 BII
Greenhouse plants, nursery products
Table oil (vegetable oils, fluid or solid, refined or purified) inbarrels, trucks or tankers for the statistical. numbir l5.Oi.3O
Fats, solid, imitation lard and other prepared edible fats in con_
tainers of I kg. or less
Animal or vegetable fats and oils, edible, hydrogenated, whether
or not refined, but not further prepared
Margarine
Gherkins and other preparations preserved in vinegar, sterilized
Jams, fruit jellies, marmalades, not includiug quince leiy and bit_ter orange marmalade
Vinegar
Prepared animal food; other preparations of a kind used in pni64[
feeding, based on inorganic products
(t) See official gazette of the European communities, No. 21, 7 February 1963.
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Republic of France
Heading in the French
customs turtlf Description ol product
3?:3lfii.rt ftuo,lrt,,uo"rr, tuberous roots and rhizomes in growth or in flower,
not lncluding Sansevieria t '
07.01 O ex II Gherkins
07.01 P II D Truffles fresh
07,01 S I Aubergines, marrows and the like
08.03 A Figs, fresh
08.05 B I, II Walnuts
08.08 ex C Raspberries, currants and gooseberries
08.09 ex I Melons and the like, not including water melons
, 08.12B,D,EI,F Fruit, dried, other than that falling within headings Nos.08.01,
08.02, 08.03, 08.04 or 08.05, not including prunes and fruit salad
containing prunes
08.12exC,EII Prunes, in containers of a net weight less than 50 kg. and fruit
salad containing prunes
l7.O4A,CI,CII Sugar confebtionery and other edible preparations containing sugar
17.05 B
21.07 cl
18.03 Chocolate Products
18.04 \
18.05
18.06 A I, II
18.06 B I
18.06 B II a, D
20.04 Fruit preserved by sugar
20.06 B II ex a, ex D Apricots in syrup
20.06 B II ex a, ex D Other fruit in syrup
O3.02AlbZ Cod, not including stockfish
03.02 AII a2
03.02 B I D
07.01 P I, II a Mushrooms
07.01 N Olives and capers
07.03 A
20.02 F I,II
07.02 Vegetables (whether or not cooked) presewed by freezing
.07.04 B II Dried, dehydrated or evaporated potatoes, whole, cut, sliced,broken or in powder, but not further prepared (other than pro-
ducts falling under heading 11.05)
08.02 A I a, II , Oranges from 1 October to 14 June inclusive
08.07 A Apricots
08.07BIa Peaches, including nectarines
08.07BIIalto4
08.07 D I, II, E Plums and other stone fruit, fresh
08.08AI41,2 Strawberries
08.08 A I D
08.08AIIalto3
08.08 A lI D
08.08 B ex C Bilberries, black currants and other berries
08.09 ex I Water melons
11.08 B Inulin
l5.03BI Lard oil
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15.04 A II ex D
15.04 ex B
ex 15.13
16.01 ex A, ex B
16.02 Al a, b
16.02 B ex I
I6.02 A ex II
16.02 B II a
l6.02BIlbexZ
16.04 D I
20.02 At
20.02 All a, b
20.02 G II ex a
20.02Gllexb
20.02 E ex I, II
20.02 E ex I
20.02 G II ex a
20.02 C II ex a, ex D
20.05 ex A \
20.06 B III ex D
20.05 ex B
Fats and oils of fish, not including crude oil other than herring
Iiver oil and liquid fish liver oil, edible; crude herring oil, Iiquid
edible oil and refined oil other than of halibut
Imitation lard and other prepared edible fats
Sausages and the Iike of meat, meat offal or animal blood, other
than bovines or swine {
Prepired or preserved goose or duck liver; prepared or preserved
game or rabbit, with or without truffles
Prepared or preserved meat or meat offal, other than prepared
or preserved goose or duck liver, game, poultry or rabbit, not
including prepared or preserved meat or meat offal of bovines
or swine
Preserved sardines
Mushrooms prepared or preserved otherwise than by vinegar or
acetic acid, in airtight containers: tins, jars, bottles and the like
Vegetables other than gherkins, sauerkraut, olives and capers,
prepared or preserved otherwise than by vinegar or acetic acid,
in non-airtight containers (casks, drums, etc.)
Sauerkraut in casks, drums, etc.
Sauerkraut and other vegetables'in airtight containers: tins, jars,
bottles and the like
Gherkins prepared and preserved otherwise than by vinegar or
acetic acid in non-airtight containers (casks, drums, etc.)
Fruit pur6e, not containing sugar, natural'fruit, not containing
alcohol, sugar or syrup (in tins or jars with a smaller capacity
than tin 5,/ l)
Jams, fruit jellies, marmalades, fruit pur6e and fruit pastes, being
cooked preparations, containing added sugar, not including apple
compote with a refractive index of no less than 24 7o and chest-
nut cream with a refractive index of no less than 62 Vo
Chestnut cream with a refractive index of no less than 62 Vo
Apile compote with d refractive index of no less thaa 24 Vo
Grape juice, concentrated, whether or not containing added sugar
but unfermented and not containing spirit, of a density not exceed-
ing 1.33 at l5'C.
Grape juice, not concentrated, whether or not containing added
sugar but unfermented and not containing spirit, of a density
not dxceeding 1.33 at 15"C.
Apple or pear juice and mixtures thereof, mixtures of other fruits,
concentrated, whether or not containing added sugar but unfer-
mented and not containing spirit of density not exceeding 1.33
at 15'C.
Apple or pear juice and mixtures thereof, mixtures of o{her fruits,
not concentrated, 'whether or not containing added sugar but
unfermented and not containing spirit, of a density not exceeding
1.33 at 15'C.
Vinegar and substitutes for vinegar \
Nitrogenous compound mineral food preparations
Sweetened food preperations, not containing cereals or cereal
flour
20.05 ex B
20.05 ex B
20.07 B ex I
20.07 B ex I
20.07 B ex IV
20.07 B ex VII ex b
20.07 B ex VII ex c
20.07 B ex IV
20.07 B VII ex D
20.07 B VII ex c
22.1O
23.07 B ex I
' 23.07 B II ex a
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Republic of Italy
Heading in the ltalian
customs taritt Description ol product
' 08.01 D ex l) Dates, not including those in containers with a capacity of 500 g[.
or less
08.03 D ex 2) Figs, dried, not including those in containers with a capacity of
500 gr. or less
08.04 D 2) Grapes, dried
12.08 a Locust beans, fresh or dried, whether or Dot kibbled or ground
15.17 ex a Oil foots and dregs 
,
15.17 exD Soapstocks, other than residuary products from the manufacture
of crude olive oil admitted temporarily for refining
45.01 c Cork, crushed, granulated or ground; natural cord in blocks, pla-
45.02 tes, sheets or strips (including cubes or square slabs, cut to size
for corks or stoPPers)
ex 20.05 Pastes of dates, dried figs and dried grapes, whether or not mixed
20.07 b I ex beta with pastes of other fruit; date and grape juice, whether or not
20.07 b 2 alpha exll mixed with juice of other fruit
Benelux Economic Union
Heading in the Benelux
customs tarilf Description of product
ex03.01 BIal \
ex 03.01 B I a 2 [ Hetring and herring livers and roes, fresh
ex 03.01 B II [ (ti"" or dead), chilled or frozen
ex 03.01 C )
ex03.02AIa \
ex 03.02AIID I Herring and herring livers and roes, salted, in brine, dried or
ex 03.02 B II I smoked (other than in cans or airtight jars)
ex 03.02 C )
ex 02.01 A I Meat of horses, fresh or chilled
Kingdom of the Netherlands
Heading in the Netherlands
customs tarifl Description of product
08.04 A
12.06
ex 03.03 A II
16.05 A
Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union
Dessert grapes, fresh
Hop cones and lupulin
Shrimps, fresh, chilled, frozen, salted, in brine or simply boiled in
water (decision to be reviewed)
Heading in the Benelux
customs tariff Desciption of product
12.06
15.13
Hop cones and lupulin
Maigarine, imitation lard and othei edibte fats similarly prepared
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Article 33 of the Treaty makes rather strict provisions for the fixing and
gradual increase of quotas for imports of products still subject to quantitative
iestrictions. It also lays down a quite stringent condition for the maintenance
of global quotas. Where the Commission, acting by means of a decision, finds
thai in the course of two successive years imports of a given product have been
below the level of the quota granted, this global quota may not be taken into
consideration when calculating the total value of the global quotas, and the
Member State shall abolish the quota for the product concerned. It may be
admitted in such a case that quantitative restrictions are no longer necessary
and that their maintenance would lead to purely nominal quota increases.
Tarift quotas
13. On 14 January the Commission granted the following tariff quotas o
under Article 25 (3):
Taritf
heading Description ol product
Applicant
Member
State
Auotu duties
ex 03.01
Bl a2
ex 07.01
AI
Herring and sprats, fresh,
chilled or frozen
Seed potatoes of different
varieties
at 0 Vo from 1/1 to 14/2/63
and from 16/6 to 3l/12/63
at O Vo for 1963
Germany
65 000 t.
Italy
9 000 t.
Application oI Article 226
14.. On 17 January, the Commission gtanted the French Government's request
of December 1962- for authorization to impose a special degressive duty for
a limited period on import from Italy of refrigerators and spare parts thgleof
in application of Article 226 of. the Treaty. This is a specific duty; it will be
equivilent to about 12 Vo of. the customs value until 30 April 1963, falling to
9- %o in May and June and 6 % in July. It will be imposed on Italian refri-
gerators imported into France unless Italy already levies a similar charge on
export. The safeguard measure will be discontinued after 31 July 1963 (').
The rates used in calculating the duty will cover only part of the difference in
price between French and imported Italian refrigerators.
This duty should enable French manufacturers to complete their reorganiza-
tion during the period covered by the Commission's decision and should help
to reduce the eicessive pressure on the French market caused by imports of
Italian refrigerators. These have shot up since the liberalization of trade on
L January 1962, at the same time as French production dropped considerably.
ln 1.962 these imports were equql to 22.5 Vo of French output.
On 2l February 1963 the Italian Government filed an appeal from the Com-
mission's decision with the Court of Justice of the European Communities.
rr-*, gazetteof the European communities, No. 19, 2 February 1963.
O See official {azette of the European Communities, No. 23, 13 February 1963.
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Right of establishment and freedom to suppty services
15. On 11 January 1963 the Com'mission submitted a draft directive to the
Council completing those already laid before it in July 1962. These drafts
relate to the right to engage in non-wage-earning occupations in the wholesale
trade and as intermediaries in trade and industry (1). Whereas the first two
directived define the occupations concerned and specify what discrimination
has to be abolished, the new one is intended to compensate for the differences
affecting the conditions of establishment as a result of the absence of statutory
provisions in some Member States." The aim is to ensure that nationals of
States in which admission to these occuiations is not governed by any special
rules are not unduly handicapped. Such persons will not be able to prove that
they have qualifications equivalent to those required of nationals in the host
country until there is some co-ordination of general provisions governing
admission to these occupations.
Lastly, freedom of establishment and freedom to supply services should not
be focused on the countries in which there are no statutory requirements; this
would give undue advantage to persons who could not satisfy the conditions
for engaging in these occupations in their own country.
To preclude such a state of affairs the transitional measures detailed in the
draft include the following provisions :
a,) ' Receiving States that have regulations on admission to the occupations in
question should recognize actual pursuit of the occupation in the country of
origin for a reasonable and not too remote period as adequate proof that the
person concerned has equivalent profelsional qualification to those required
of their own nationals;
b) Any State that does not control admission to the occupations in question
should be authorized, where necessary, to demand proof from nationals of the
other Member States that they 
' 
are qualified to pursue such occupation in their
country of origin.
The measures in this directive will no longer be necessary once the co-ordination
of the provisions in force in the various Member States and the reciprocal
recognition of diplomas and other qualifications have been achieved.
Pending the complete attainment of these objectives, the Commission, with the
assistance of the Member States, will have to make detailed comparisons of
existing provisions on admission to occupations. These transitional measures
are therefore intended to prepare the way for co-ordination rather than to be
a substitute for it.
Measures to implement. this directive must c6me into force in the Member
States on 1 January 1964. The Council will send the new draft to the Economic
and Social Committee and the European'Parliament for consultation.
At its session of 30 and 31
rendered a favourable opinion
ih" E.onornic and Social Committee
first two draft directives. The Com-
(t) See the Supplement to Bulletin No. 2-63.
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January
on the
mittee urged that the directives be applied as soon as possible and simul-
taneously in the Member States.
on 7 February_ after hearing a report by M. Illerhaus (Christian Democrat,
Germany), the_ Elropean Parliameni unanimously adopted resolutions approving
the first two drafts subjgct to very slight amendments. winding up the debate]M. caron,'a vice-President of the commission, emphasized-thi importance
of these first two directives for the liberalization of - trade; he thought they
were proof that the community was not a free-trade area but an eionomit
union.
Payments'f or services
1!, . 9, 8_ February, _after a brief presentation of the reporr by M. philtip(christian Democrat, Germany), the European parriament ipproved the com-
mission's proposal to the council for a- directive removing- all obstacles to
payments for services where payment restrictions are the only factor Iimiting
their supply
Freedom to supply services in the film industry
17. 
_After hearing a report by M.'Leemans (christian Democrat, Belgium),the Parliament on 8 February adopted some minor amendments to thJ pro-
posed directive implementing the General Programme for the'removal of resiric-
tions on freedom to supply services in the film industry. The purpose of the
directive is' to_ prevent those Member States that have already aitained the
'objective-s q9t for the end of the second stage in the General Frogramme by
means of bilateral_ agreements from reverting to a restrictive policy by cancelling
such agreements (Article 7).
Mme. Gennai ronietti, M. Schuijt and M. de la MarEne suggested some
changes in the Commission's text. speedier libeialization of t[6 supply of
services was demanded. M. caron, speaking for the Commission, said tnat it
was safer not to commit oneself too far ahead because the film industry raised
eitremely delicat-e problems. He confirmed that the commission was'pr.pur-ing a " more advanced " directive on freedom of establishment and fieedom
to supply services in the film sector.
Freedom of movement within the Community
18. on 8 February, after discussing a report by M.Kreyssig (socialist, Ger-
Tany),. the-European Parliament. adopted a resolution slightiy amending the
commission's proposed directive for the removal, where they affect freidom
of establishment and freedom to supply services, of restrictions on travel and
residenc-e,by nationals of Member states within the community. The main
point of the amendments was to include provisions on appeal by such nationals
lgainst refusal to issue or renew residence permits and-againit decisions for-bidding them to reside in certain areas. M. caron noted t[at such appeal was
already accorded under an earlier directive.
4t
Reinsurance and retrocession
19. Still during its February session, the Parlia^urent, after' hearing M._ Toma-
sini's report, approved without amendment the Commission's proposed direc-
tive for-the removal of restrictions of freedom of establishment and freedom
to supply services in reinsurance and retrocession.
COMPETITION
Rules applicable to firms
No extension of the time-limit for notifying exclusive
dealing agreements and licensing contracts
20. On 11 January the commission released the following communiqu6 (1) :
" On the question whether there is to be an extension of the timelimit for
the notificaiion of certain existing bilateral restrictions on competition, which
expires on 1 February 1963, thJfolowing statement has been issued by the
Commission of the European Economic Community:
" It has become apparent that the Treaty procedure for dealing with ,a_ proposal
to extend the time-limit can no longer be completed by 1 February 1963.
" No extension of the time-limit for notification can therefore be expected.
" Enterprises intending to apply for the benefits accorded by Article 85 (3) in
respect of bilateral agreements subject to notification must therefore make
such notification before 1 February 1963, if they wish to avoid unfavourable
fu#""H;tJirliii' ,*" draws attention to the simplified requiremeot. ,..ult-
ing from the notices concerning exclusive agency agreements with commercial
re[resentatives and patent licensing contracts which were published in No. 139
of the official gazeite of the European Communities on 24 December 1962,
and to Commission Regulation No. 153, published in the gazette of the same date.
With regard to the instructions concerning exclusive agency agreements con-
cluded with commercial representatives and certain patent licensing agreements,
the Commission. takes the view that these igreements do not come under
Article 85 (1) and that consequently no notification is required.
" For exclusive dealing agreements fulfilling the stipulations of Regulation No. 153,
the simplified form of notification may be used' "
Approximation of legislation
Industrial property
21. The experts of the special group which is preparing the preliminary draft
convention to set up a European organization for the protection of industrial
property met in Paris from 22 January to 2 February.
1t; See official gazette of the European Communities, No. 3, 12 lanuary 7963'
a
At this meeting, the preliminary draft was finalized on the basis of the " guid-
ing concepts " agreed on at an earlier meeting. It deals with all the institu-
tions of the European organization for the protection of industrial property and
with its operating procedures.
Convention on the mutual recognition and enforcement
of judgments
22. Experts from the six Member States and the Commission met in Brussels
from 21 to 25 January 1963 to disctiss a multilateral convention on the mutual
recognition and enforcement of civil and commercial judgments.
The purpose of this preliminary work is to put all foreign residents in a contract-
ing State on the same footing as the nationals of that State with respect to the
jurisdiction of the Courts, and to set aside national legislation which discriminates
against such residents.
The possibility of including direct general and specific rules of jurisdiction in
the convention was also discussed. Lastly, it was proposed that the exequatur
procedure should be considerably simplified and speeded up.
The government experts are continuing their discussions and the working party
has been asked to prepare an initial draft convention on the basis of the studies
already made; this will probably be passed to the government experts for a
first reading next summer.
Pharmaceutical products 
:.
23. On 17 December 1962 the Council decided to transmit the proposed
directive for' harmonizing the laws and regulations governing pharmaceutical
products to the European Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee
in accordance with the second paragraph of Article 100 of the Treaty.
A further meeting of the appropriate working party on 9, 10 and 11 January
was devoted to an examination of problems connected with testing and advertis-
ing branded pharmaceuticals.
With regard to testing, this meeting discussed :
a) The supporting documents describing the methods of testing and assay
which must accompany the application for the marketing licence (this obliga-
tion is included in the first proposed directive now being studied by the Council
of Ministers);
b) Manufacturers' obligations as regards the tests to be carried out on the
products;
c) General official supervision.
The working party discussed the conditions which must be satisfied when
advertising branded pharmaceuticals a) among doctors and pharmacists and b)
among the general public.
Draft directives on these two subjects are now being prepared on the basis of
the results obtained at the meeting.
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Crimin al I aw
24. A questionnaire to serve as the basis for a comparative table of penal
sanctions for business offences under their criminal law has been sent to the
Member States.
Study has continued on outline rules and regulations on the co-operation of
Member States in punishing infringements of national laws or regulations pur-
suant to certain Community regulations or directives.
Fiscal problems
Harmo nization of turnover taxes
25. In January the draft directive on harmonization of turnover taxes was
discussed for the first time in the European Parliament's Internal Market Com-
mittee, which appointed M. Deringer as rapporteur.
of discriminatory provisions
26. The experts from the Commission and the Member States have continued
their work on eliminating provisions discriminating between home products
and'similar products imported 
- 
in respect of turnover and other indirect
taxes.
fn connection with this work the Italian 'Government has advised the Com-
mission that tlie discriminatory taxation provisions in Italy were withdrawn as
from 1 January 1963.
Elimination
taxation
State aids
The French film industry
27. After obtaining, on 3 January 1963,
experts on a French Governments project
film industry, the Commission decided on
laid down in Article 93 (2). This means
required to submit their comments.
in indirect
the opinion of the Member States'
to alter the system of aids to the
22 January to initiate the procedure
that the Member States affected ars'
Aid to lead and zinc mining in Federal Germany
28. The Commission again obtained the opinion of the Member States' ex-
perts meeting on 11 January, and decided on 22'January that the Federal
German Government's project to aid the lead and zinc mines by a price equaliza-
tion fund clashes with Article 12 of the Treaty. It has advised the Member
States of this decision, and at the same time has drawn the Federal Govern-
ment's attention to the possibilities of putting this project into effect, open toit under Article 226 of. the Treaty.
u
Aid to shipbuilding in France and Italy
29. on 22 January the commission ruled that the French and Italian aid
arrangements for shipbuilding embodied provisions calculated to favour national
suppliers of the shipyards. Consequently it dbcided to recommend to the two
Governments that they apply Article 93 (1) of the Treaty, and take appro-
priate measures without delay to eliminate any possibility of discrimin-ation
against other Community suppliers.
SOCIAL AFFAIRS
Social security
Social security for migrant workers
30. On 8 January 1,963 the Commission submitted a draft regulation to the
Council amending Article 40 of Regulation No. 3 concerning soclal security for
migrant workers and Article 68 of Regulation No. 4 on implementing procedures
and supplementary provisions in respect of Regulation No. 3.
In its covering letter the commission said that the draft was in response to a
request made to it on 21 December 1961 during discussions with ihe Council
on the adoption of Regulation No. 16. The draft regulation concerns child allow-
ances for persons sent by their employer to work for a time in a country other
than that in which they usually work.
Auditing Committee attached to the AdministrativeCommittee for the Social Security of Migrant Workers
31. The Auditing Committee held its llth session in Brussels on l0 and
11 January 1963.
As.requested by the Administrative Committee the Committee resumed work on
simplifying the procedures in granting and calculating charges for benefits in
kind; this study will be resumed at subsequent meetings so that a general report
on the matter can be submitted without delay.
Labour problems
Working. hours
32. A meeting of Government experts was held in Brussels on 18 January to
study working hours on the basis of a document drawn up by the Commission
with a view to the adoption of common definitions. Discussion centred on the
studies to be made by the joint groups on the working day and week and on the
working year.
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Labour relations
33. The 4th meeting of the working party on labour relations composed of
employers' and workers' representatives was held in Brussels on 23 January.
The members of the working party received up-to-date information on trends in
collective wage agreements in the Community countries and on studies that are
particularly important for the working party's future activities. They then studied
a working document containing an index to contractual clauses in these agreements.
Inquiries into indu'strial wages
34. At a meeting on 15 and 16 January, the Government experts and workers'
and employers' representatives in the working party on wages in Community
industries approved the analysis of the findings of the second inquiry into wages
in eight industries conducted by the'statistical Office of the European Commu-
nities. The experts recommented that these findings be published as, soon as
possible.
The experts also came to an agreement on certain outstanding points regarding
the normalization of current wage statistics. As from April 1964 the national
figures for earnings will be compiled in April and October every year on the basis
of-standard methods, definitionf and terminology for the six Community countries.
European Social Fund
35. The amendment of Regulation No. 9 concerning the European Social Fund
was debated in the European Parliament on 7 February 1963. A resolution was
adopted on the draft regulation amending Regulation No. 9 
-submitted to the
Council by the Commission. Extracts from this are given in the Annex.
In her introductory report Mme. Ilse Elsner (Germany, Socialist) said that the
Commission's drafi regulation had only limited practical scope, that amendments
to the regulation in foice were based very much on administrative consideration,
but that lhe inclusion of disabled persons was the first step towards widening the
powers of the Social Fund. Since in general there was little unemployment in the
bommunity, Mme. Elsner felt that efforts should be directed towards the_qrovision
of housing-for families of migrant workers and that encou-ragement sholld be given
to the eslablishment in deplessed areas of industries that could take unskilled
workers.
M. Troclet @elgium, Socialist), chairman of the Social Committee, said that the
Commission shoutO at an early date consider overhauling more extensively the
machinery of the Fund so that in due course it could fulfil its purpose as a means
of resettling workers.
M. Edoardo Martino (Italy, Christian Democrat) thoughi that the organization
and working methods of the Fund needed rationalizing. 
-He suggested_ that it
should be mide responsible for Community pilot schemes and for creating develop-
ment zones in backward areas.
M. Kreyssig (Germany, Socialist) said that consideration should be given to the
criticism of the auditors of the Fund'
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M. Sabatini (Italy, Christian Democrat) said that he would like to see the Com-
mission make more use of its powers of initiative in broadening the activities of
the Fund.
Replying to the debate, M. Caron, a Vice-President of the Commission, said that
the Corhmission also hoped better use would be made of the Social Fund, and he
undertook to submit new concrete proposals to the Council. The sole Purpose
of the changes suggested by the Commission was to find practical solutions for
the administrative problems that had been encountered; he added that the Fund
had so far had a very short life since it had not really commenced operations until
the middle of 1961.
Applications for aid from the Fund, said M. Caron, had amounted at
31 December 1962 to 36700000 units of account, and 183000 unemployed,
148 000 of them Italian, has been helped by the Fund.
In conclusion M. Caron said that the Commission would take into consideration
the suggestions made in the debate.
At its meeting on 30 and 31 January 1963, the Economic and Social Committee
rendered an opinion approving the Commission's proposal without reserve.
AGRICTJLTI.]RE
:
Common agricultural policy
Price policy
36. In January the Community institutions were busy with the Commission's pro-
posals for a Council regulation on the criteria to be observed in fixing targlt
prices for agricultural' products (1). This sets out the principles that should
govern the Community's price policy for those agricultural products which are
to be subject to fixed prices.
The Council continued its study of these proposals at its sessions of 14, 16 and
28 January.
The meeting of the Agricultural Committee of the European Parliament on
16 and 17 January was followed on 7 and 8 February by a Parliamentary
debate on the Commission's proposal.
Discussion centred on the order of importance of the three gtoups of criteria
for fixing agricultural prices put forward by the Commission : incomes of
persons engaged in agriculture, the orientation of production in relation to
demand and criteria concerning general economic development.
Speakers in the debate were Mme Strobel (Germany, Socialist) who favoured
several amendments that were not upheld, M. Blondelle (France, Liberal),
M. Charpentier (France, Christian Democrat), M. Marenghi (Italy, Christian
Democrat), M. Dupont (Belgium, Christian Democrat), M. Van der Ploeg
(Netherlands, .Christian Democrat), M. Kapteyn (Netherlands, Socialist),
(t) See Supplement to Bulletin No. 12-62.
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M. Lticker (Germany, Christian Democrat), M. Boscary-Monsservin (France,
Liberal) and the rapporteur M. Briot (France, Liberal). Most of these speakers
felt that the first group of criteria was the most important, since the ultimate
aim was to secure a fair income for those who worked on farms; others thought
that the ciiteria should be taken together in an endeavour to achieve equilibrum
between supply and demand and to safeguard the interests of consumers. It
was also suggested that if all the criteria were applied at one and the same
time the price paid to farmers would just be political prices, i.e. be fixed by
Governments in relation to circumstances and without a valid basis. The
question also arose of how far the Community should be called upon to shoulder
financial burdens in order to help exports to compete on world markets.
In his reply M. Mansholt, a Vice-President of the Commission, welcomed the
broad measure of agreement that had been reached. He was opposed to a
system of priorities among the criteria, as this might hamper those responsible
for the common agricultural policy. He noted that the Committee on Agri-
culture had not said that all the criteria need be taken into consideration at
the same time. He also reminded the Parliament that, according to Article 39
of the.Treaty of Rome, one objective of the'common agricultural policy was
to ensure a fair standard of living for the agricultural population and this, he
said, was a point which the Commission had constantly in mind.
The resolution adopted by the Parliament puts forward for inclusion in the
draft regulation a more precise definition of the idea of a " fair " income for
farm workers, i.e." comparable to that earned by various types of workers in
other corresponding occupational groups ". The Parliament also considered
that prices on the world market were valid factors for comparison only to
the extent that the foodstuffs to which they applied came from producers work-
ing under similar conditions who could supply the same quality and sufficient
quantities of the commodity concerned.
Market policy
Common organization in the further markets
37. The Council (at two sessions on agriculture in January), the Special Com-
mittee for Agriculture and the groups of experts continued studying the Commis-
sion's proposals for setting up common grganizations in the markets for rice,
milk and dairy products, and beef and veal.
With rice, the main question was how the proposed system would affect the
rice-processing industries in the northern part of the EEC.
As regards milk qnd dairy producrs, consideration was given to the possible
extension of intervention to products other than butter (cheese, skim milk
powder) and the links between the market for fats and the market for dairy
products.
Further progress in the beef and veal sector was made possible by a fresh
version of the main articles concerning guide prices and the choice of markets
for reference prices in non-member countries.
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Working of the common organizations
a) Cereals market
38. At its session of 28 January the council adopted two regulations O.Under these, certain provisions of Council Regulation No. 55 con-cerning bian
are temporaltly replaced (new arrangements for the variable component of ttre
levy applicable to bran) and the period of validity of Council Regulition No. 156is extended until 15 March 1963 (reduction of levies on im-ports of certain
quantities of flour dnd starch of manioc and other roots and tubers originatingin the associated African and Malagasy States).
b) Pigmeat market
39. In Regulation No. 1/63 of 16 January 1963 the Council decided to post-
pone until 1 May 1963 the effective date of the levy system for pork imported
in pieces smaller than half a carcase, for sausages and canned pork 1z;. -
In accordance with the opinion of the Pigmeat Management committee, the
9ommission adopted EEC.Regulation No. 2/63 of.2l January 1963 amend-ing commission Regulations Nos. 109 and 110 as regards the definition of
the supply price for live sows for slaughter and sow carcases (3). The new
regulation ,makes arrangements for putting into force the sluice-gate prices
applicable both to non-member countries and in intra-community 1rade.
c) Egg market
40. The Commission has authorized France, which invoked Articles 3 and 4
of Council Regulation No.21, to reduce by FF 0.03 until 31 January 1963
the levy applicable to eggs in shell intended for consumption (a). Having
obtained the opinion of the Poultrymeat and Eggs Management Committee,
the C.ommission adopted Regulation No. 4/63 of. 29 January which reduces
the additional levy on poultry imported from non-member countries from
0.0625 to 0.05 units of account per kilogramme (6).
Acting on a report by M. Marenghi, the European Parliament unanimously
adopted a resolution on 7 February on the draft Council regulation concern-
ing the determination of the quantity of feed grains necessary for the produc-
tion of one kilogramme of poultry eggs for hatching and the stamping of eggs
for hatching
' The Parliament proposed a different date for the entry into force of the
regulation. It considered that Member States shbuld be obliged, and no Ionger
simply entitled, to refuse to import from non-member countries eggs for hatch-
ing which had not completed the prescribed formalities.
(r) See official gazette of the European Communities, No. 18, 1 February 1963.
(z) IDid., No. 9,22 lanuary 1963, pp. 6l-63.
(3) Ibid., No. 12, 25 January 1963, pp. 137-163.
({) IDid., No. 7, 19 January 1963, pp. 49-63.
(3) Ibid., No. 16, 30 January 1963.
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d) Fruit and vegetable market
41. At its meeting ot 29 January the Fruit and Vegetable Management Com-
mittee approved a draft Commission regulation, extending until 31 May 1963,
the temlorary 
-zurangements 
for the sorting of oranges in bulk.
Advisory committees
42. In accordance with the Commission's decision of 18 July 7962 (1) that
advisory committees should be set up for each of the commodities and gloups
of commodities subject to a common organization of the market, the first five
committees 
- 
for Lereals, pigmeat, poultrymeat and eggs, fruit and vegetables
and wine 
- 
were established at the end of 1962 (3).
In each case the members of the committee, who were appointed by the Com-
mission from lists proposed by the agricultural organizations, elected as chairman
a representative of the producers.
The chairmen and vice-chairmen of these advisory committee are as follows :
Cereals Co,mmittee.' Chairman: M. Deleau; Vice-chairmen: MM. Berteau,
Lequin.
Pigmeat Committee.' Chaiman: M. Blume; Vice-chairmen: MM. Meyer, Cou-
vrecelle. t
Poultry and Eggs Committee; Chairman: M. Tukker; Vice-chairmen: MM. Van
Dessel, Kikkert.
Fruit and Vegetables Committee.' Chairman: M. Hiemeleers; Vice-chairmen:
MM. Miiller, Sulter.
Wine Committee :
Schmalz.
Representatives of trade and industry expressed their willingness to enter into
close cooperation with the Commission in these committees'
The Wine Committee held its second meeting on 8 January 1963 when it gave
its point of view on the future system for quality wines produced in certain
areas.
Fisheries conference
43. The Commission had announced in January 1962 that it intended to call
a conference on fisheries. On 16 and again on 28 January 1963 the Council
discussed the date of this conference, and whether countries from outside the
Community should also be invited. The Council decided to continue this
discussion at its session on 18 and 19 February.
(t) See Bulletin No. 9-10-1962, Chap. V, sec. 54.
(z) See official gazette of the European Communities, No. 14, 29 laauary 7963.
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Statistics
Oils and fats
44. The working parties on production statistics and supply balance-sheets
attached to the Committee for Agricultural Statistics met in Brussels on
29 and 30 January to study supply balance-sheets for the fats and oils sector.
It was decided that before they were published these balance-sheets should be
further discussed at a forthcoming meeting of the two working parties. It is
expected that the material to be published will contain a great deal of informa-
tion that has not so far been available in international statistics.
Agricultural labour
45. Meeting on 3 and 4 January, the working party on agricultural man-
power statistics studied a basic programme of principles which, if applied in
future in the member countries, would help to standardize agricultural labour
statistics.
TRANSPORT
Ihe commbn hansport poticy
Work in the Council
46. At its 93rd session on 25 January the Council continued its study of
matters involved in the common transport policy. It instructed the Permanent
Representatives to review the draft resolution which had provided the basis
for discussion and to extend the list of proposed measures if this should be
found 
,necessary.
The Council also dealt with two documents from the European Commission
concerning its relations with other international organizations and the work on
transport in which it is working together with the High Authority of the Euro-
pean Coal and Steel Community.
Debate in the European Parliament
On 6 and 7 February 1963 the European Parliament debated the programme
for implementation of the common transport policy on the basis of a report
presented by M. Brunhes (France, Liberal) on behalf of the Transport Com-
mittee. In general this committee approved the EEC Commission's programme
containing, as it did, general principles as well as practical measures for
implementing the common policy; M. Brunhes was, however, of the opinion
that the question of passenger transport should be reconsidered.
Speakers in the debate which followed included M. Battistini (Italy, Christian
Democrat), chairman of the Transport Committee, who commented briefly on
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the report, M. Troclet (Belgium, Socialist), in t is fpu.ity as chairman of the
Social Committee, M. Janssen (Netherlands, Christian Democrat), M. Miiller-
Hermann (Germany, Christian Democrat), M. Kaplbyn (Netherlands, Socialist)
and M. Faller (Germany, Socialist). i ll:
M. Troclet went into the social aspects of the'ipr.dgramme and was sorry to
note some changes which led him to believe that tfre'Transport Committee did
not intend to pay as much attention to the sociil fispect of the matter as the
EEC Commission had done. He was surprised ttrdd the Social Committee had
not been consulted by the Transport Comhittee on' the proposed changes.
M. Janssen agreed with the substance of M. g.u#i' report but would have
liked to see more attention paid to fiscal matters. il
tlM. Mtiller-Hermann noted that the Mannheim Convdntion which governs naviga-
tion on the Rhine was not mentioned in the Brfnhes reDort. Under this
Convention, no contribution to infrastructure can b( exacted from those using
the Rhine, and the speaker asked that the possibilify,of altering certain provi-
sions in this Convention should,be studied. k
While agreeing with M. Miiller-Hermann, M. Kalteyn maintained that the
emphasis should be on controlling capacity rather th"hn rates which were oftenfictitious. '\,
M. Faller feared that progress was being made t)$ rapidly in liberalization
but not fast enough in harmonization. He al$ supported M. Mi.iller-
Hermann's proposal for a possible revision of the {annheim Convention.
Replying to the speakers, M. Brunhes said that 'rlr.." *u. no telling what
changes could be made in the Mannheim Convention since this also concerned
<ither countries such as Switzerland, Austria, the United Kingdom, Canada
and the United States.
M. Schaus, a member of the EEC Commission, agreed with M. Brunhes on
the main lines to be followed lnd said that the Commission would study the
report and follow up as far as possible the advice, suggestions and requests it
contained.
He reviewed the main points raised by the programme : timing, transport rates
and conditions, publication of rates, harmonization in social, fiscal and technical
matters and the question of passenger and goods traniport by road.
M. Schaus agreed that the Mannheim Convention nlust be interpreted in the
light of the current situation and not from the standpoint of 1868; ways would
therefore have to be found of negotiating with non-member States represented
on the Central Commission for the Navigation of the,Rhine.
After M. Battistini had summed up the debate, the Parliament adopted a
resolution calling on the EEC Commission to adopttthe changes in the time-
table for implementing the common transport policy proposed in M. Brunhes'
report. It also instructed the Transport Committee to follow closely the way
the Council and the EEC Commission shaped the common transport policy.
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Support tariffs
47. on 14 January the commission gave premission for special tariff 8 B 7
in the goods tariffs of the Federal railways and the Germar road tariff to be
maintained indefinitely. In arriving at its decision the Commission had been
influenced by the fact that the items affected were particularly important for
schleswig-Holstein, one of the least developed areas in the Federa[ Republic.
rt- was, however, made clear that if the commission found, either at the rtquest
of a Member State or on'its own initiative, that the decision was no longerjustified, it could be amended 
,or revoked.
Transport Commifree
48. The Transport Committee met in Brussels on 9 and 10 January 1963.It studied the viLws of thb ad hoc working party (Working Party IV) ioncern-
ing the abolition of doubld taxation ln intinationai road i*rrpo.t. The Com-
mittee gave its opinion on tlle matter as requested by the Commissiori.
)
Road transport quotas . 
t
49. After meeting on 23 November 1962, the national experts met in Brus-
sels for a second t-ime on 7 {and 8 January. They studied h^ow bilateral quotasin the transport of good{ tiy road for hire or reward could be adapted and
rearranged. 'j I
,ti
Stanrlaritization on iol"od'.Slt"r*"",
50. The sub-iommittee i, Lr-*rn-type vessels met on 28 and 29 January
to consider the specificatici.ns for the " Mississippi " barge of 70 by 9.5 metres(European-type A) ana #iysl of extending and 
"n"ourlging the determinationof standard European vessielsi.,
Since it looks as though srtud{ of the self-propelled vessel of 80 by 9.5 metres
can be completed in thelcurrent year, the sub-committee decided to embark
without further delay o4 , the i second phase of standardization during which
they would deal with a 1000-ton self-propelled vessel, a barge with maximum
dimensions of 76.5 by 1,1.a metres and a 700+on self-propelled craft which
is,particularly of interestito t[re self-employed boatman.
The sub-committee uto |tuAieh the findings of the inquiry into the economic
consequences of the standardization on inland waterways in Europe which
had bien carried out by friaepprAert experts at the Commission's req'uest.ii
Meeting with the Centrat;Conimission for the Navigation of th'e Rhine
51. Following a requestiUy itr chairman, a delegation from the Gntral Com-
mission was received on 129 jJanuary by M. Minoletti, Director General for
Transport in the EEC Cpm+ission. The delegation, which was led by the
Secretary General, M. Walt[er, ild gsmposed of experts from the Rhine
,"t
tl s3
v
Consortium, came to discuss difficulties being encountered in Rhine naviga-
tion mainly as a result of certain tariff measures taken by the German and
French raiiways. The delegation suggested ways and means of rectifying the
situation.
fnter-executive meeting on transPort
52. Representatives of the EEC Commission and the ECSC High Authority
held an inter-executive meeting on transport on 14 January. They resumed
their study 
- 
begun on 14 December 1962 
- 
of the effects produced by
implementition of the High Authority's recommendation No. l/61 concern-
ing publication of rates and conditions for the carriage of ECSC produc_ts.
ffrry A.o discussed measures for putting into effeci the EEC programme for
impiementation of the common transport policy.
OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT
Renewal of the Association Convention
53. On 8 February, after hearing a report by M. Margulies (Germany, Liberal),
the European Parliament adopted a iesolution 
, 
asking the EEC Council and
Commissircn and the Parliaments of the Member States to ensure that the
Association Convention comes into force as soon as possible.
M. Margulies considered it " indispensable and urgent " that the Parliament
should make its position clear on this point because of tendencies in sbme
quarters, since the events of January, to link " problems between which there
*umo' real connection ". He recalled that the European Parliament had
always been unanimous in its view that the new Association was of " very
greai political and economic significance ".
M. Dehousse (Belgium, socialist) also said that it was a question 
- 
of " pre-
serving the Conveniion and of bringing it to a successful conclusion ". M. Caron,
a Vicl-President of the Commission, said that the Commission's feelings on
the subject were well known and that it would do everything in its power to
comply with the Parliament's wishes.
Collaboration,with the Afro-Malagasy Organization for Economic Co'operation
54. At the invitation of the Afro-Malagasy Organization for Economic Co-
operation (OAMCE), the Community was represented at a meeting of customs
eiperts convened by that Organization from 16 to 19 January in Paris.
Tire meeting was called to draw up a common customs code for all members
of OAMCE-. The experts put the finishing touchtis to the code, which is the
first important step on the way to that harmonization of laws and regulations
which should be encouraged among the overseas associated States themselves
and between them and EEC.
il
Scholarshipsr training periods and seminars for nationals o[ the associsted
overseas States
55. At the beginning of the 1962-L963 academic year, the Commission,
which had awarded 350 scholarships the previous year, was obliged to extend
a considerable proportion of these to enable the holders to finish their studies.
The Governmentb of the associated States had also put forward a large number
of candidates for more scholarships.
To meet this twofold need the Commission granted 450 scholarships (includ-
ing extensions) within the limits of its budget.
On 7 and 8 January 1963 there was'a seminar in Brussels for a group of
Commonwealth experts on a visit organized by the English-Speaking Union.
Visit of African leaders
56. On 30 January 1963 the President of the Republic of Dahomey,
M. Hubert Maga, and the President of the Republic of Niger, M. Hamani Diori,
visited Professor Walter Hallstein, President of the Commission. M. Henri
Rochereau, member of the Commission and President of the Overseas Develop-
ment Group, was present.
The Dahomey delegation was made up of M. Bertin Borna, Minister of Finance,
M. Emile Poisson, former Minister and Ambassador to the EEC, and
M. Frangois Aplogan, former Minister and head of the Planning Commission.
The members of tle Niger delegation were M. Yacouba Djibo, Minister of
Agriculture, M. Amadou Mayaki, Minister of Industry and Corirmerce, and
M. Georges Condat, Ambassador to the EEC.
On behalf of the Commission M. Henri Rochereau gave a lunch in honour
of President Maga and President Diori and their delegations. A working
meeting was held in the Directorate General for Overseas Development to
study questions of financing by the European Development Fund, with partic-
ular- relerence to the scheme for improving communications in Dahomey and
Niger.
!
European Development Fund
Economic projects
57. In January 1963 the Council, acting on proposals by the Commission,
approved the financing by the European Development Fund of the following
six economic projects:
In the Republic of Congo (Leopoldville)
a) Two projects under a scheme for developing the country's roads. They
will improve communications between different areas and facilitate the trans-
port of considerable quantities of agricultural produce.
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i) The improvement of the Ituri road over 129 km., at a cost of 4 415 000 units
of account;
ii) Improvement of the road from Kwango to Kenge, at a cost of.2 462000 units
of account.
b) Purchase of ten tank wagons for the Boma-Tshela railway, which is run by
the otraco (congo Transport office). The cost is 92 000 units of account.
In the Republ ic of Ivory Coast
In the south-east of the Ivory Coast : 470O hectares of selected oil-palm planta-
tions, including the provision of essential technical assistance 
"nd supe.uisorystaff.
This operation should lead to an increased output of at least 10 000 metric tons
of palm oil in the Ivory Coast.in ten years.
The investment is estimated at about 4 659 000 units of account.
In the, Republic of Dahomey :
Provision of issential facilities for the new port being built at cotonou (road
and rail links,"water and electricity).
The investment is estimated at .ougilly 1 863 000 units of account.
SOCIAL. PROIECTS,
58. Also in January the commission approved the financing of three social
projects.
!n Surinam (two projects submitted by the NetherlandsGovernment)
The construction of accommodation for 150 primary and infant classes; 5g of 
...the new classrooms will replace dilapidated oi tempbrary accommodation.
The scheme is estimated to cost 799 000 units of account.
Reconstruction of the central market at paramaribo, at a cost of 1326000 units
of account.
In the Republic of Chad
$ 
-ceolgac-al and- hydrological survey in the Bol-Guini polder on the shores ofLake chad. This scheme is part of a large-scale programme to reclaim thelow-lying ground on" the shores of the Larie. polderJ are to be created on
which wheat can be grown, totalling 6 0O0 tons to begin with.
The estimate for the scheme is about 138 000 units of account.
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OPERATIONS OF THE ETIROPEAN DEVELOPMEI\TT FUIID
, 
nancing approved at 31 January 1963
(in thousand units of account)
Country or territory Number of projects Amount
Congo (Leopoldville)
Rwanda
Burundi
Algeria (incl. Sahara)
Cameroun
Central African Republic
Chad
Comoro Islands
Congo (Bre"zaville)
Dahomey
French Guiana
French Somaliland
Gabon
Guadeloupe .
Ivory Coast
Madagascar
Mali
Martinique
Mauritania
New Caledonia
Niger
Polynesia
R6union
Saint-Pierre+t-Miquelon
Senegal
Togo
Upper Volta
Croup of States
Somalia
New Guinea
Surinam
1I
10
8
t2 451
4 844
2 513
Total 29
9
23
18
16
6
l3
t6
I
2
I3
3
17
35
22
2
9
5
5
1
4
I
19
17
10
2
19 808
20 427
42 615
12 117
23 498
2 636
14 637
14 850
2 005
1 255
12 866
4 2tt
32 946
48 503
30 242
4 567
t2 336
I 560
24 630
2 474
5 328
3 545
34 606
13 408
24 793
5 132
Total 269
4
8
2
10
:
312
395 187
4 760
13 334
2 125
15 459
Grand total 435 2t4
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SIGNATURE OF FINANCING AGREEMENTS
59. The following financing agreements for economic projects were signed
during January:
a) With the Kingdom of Burundi (1 020 000 units of account).
D) With the Territory of French Somaliland (513 000 units of account).
c) With the Republic of Cameroun (15 000 000 units of account).
d) With the Republic of Ivory Coast (4 659 000 units of account).
e) With the Malagasy Republic (3 054 000 uniS of account). This agreement
also relates to a social Project.
.DEVELOPMENT AID
Technical co-operation in the framework of OECD
60. The Community was represented at the meeting of the Technical Co-oper-a-
tion working Party of the Development Assistance committee (DAC) ,og- q"
Technical CJ-operition Committee of OECD in Paris from 8 to 11 January 1963.
The meeting of the Working Party dealt chiefly with $e anqral review of tech-
nical assistance, the analysis of Members States' technical assistance programmes
and the preparation of a considerable programme for the future.
The Technical Co-operation Committee discussed the reduction, in view of the
budget situation, of bECD's technical assistaace programme and the assessment
and-circulation of consultants' reports on certain problems of the member countries.
' Mission to draw up a recoYery plan for the Congo (Leopoldville)
61. At the request of the Congolese Government, the Commission has been
organizing a miision to study the economic, financial, administrative and social
redovery of ttre Congo. The mission will be made up of- s-ome tw-enty- experts
from E-EC member c-ountries, who will go to the Congo and discuss the plan with
the Leopoldville Government.
The experts will first carry out a thorougtr analysis of the 
.current situation and
' will then make concrete pioposals for various schemes, graded according to.th€ir
urgency as part of a shoit-tlrm plan and detailing the practical means. available
for their realization.
As the team will be in the Congo for about four months only, it will not be able
to do more than sketch the broad outline of a programme for the short term.
Although the European Development Fund is to play a major pa.rt in financing the
operati;ns propor"d under ttre^recovery plan, other. avenues will also have to be
eiplored to tina the necessary funds ibilateral assistance, UN agencies, private
capital, etc.).
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The mission is to be instructed to examine the overall situation in the Congo, butin the first stage it will endeavour to delimit priority areas in which action-siems
most urgent and from which the recovery plan can radiate to the rest of the
country.
The team will be divided into nine sections : general economy, public finance and
monetary problems, farming-and stock-breeding, communicati6nj, industry, mining,
energy, social situation and administration. - The combined report, t6'ue prJ-
pared by the general economy section, will ensure the best possible io-ordinaiionby region and by sector.
The central Government of the Congo will itself set up a special committee of
representatives from the relevant Ministries and from the private sector to
co-operate closely with the team sent out by the Commission. -
Campaign against foot-and-mouth disease
62. 
.on 25 January the commission sent the council a proposal for communityparticipation in the campaign against the outbreak of foot-an'd-mouth disease noi
raging in the Middle East and spreading towards Europe. The commission sug-gelts that a draft supplementary budget for 1963 -be introduced to provid"e
.1 
500 000 units of account for the campaign.
ADMINISTRATIVE AFFAIRS
Commission's rules of procedure i
63. on 9 Januar.y.l963 the commission adopted its rules of procedure. The
text_was published in the official gazette of the European communities, No. 1.7,31 January 1963.
Staff movements
!ar. {.-G. Amiet, head of the Development and Implementation of the commonPolicy Division in the Agricultural Markets Directorafe (of the Directorate General
for_Agriculture), has been appointed Director for the Organization of the Marketsin Livestock Products of the same Directorate General.
M. A. Pizztrti, head of the Specialized Crops and Processed Products Division in
the Agricultural Markets Directorate (of the Directorate General for Agriculture),
has been appointed Director for the Organization of the Markets in Specialized
ProCucts, Fishery and Forestry in the same Directorate General.
!,r. H. Krohn, head of the Balances and Research Division in the AgriculturalMarkets Directorate (of the Directorate General for Agriculture), las been
appointed Director of Agricultural Economy and Legislation in the same Direc-
torate General.
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Operational accounts and balance.sheets of the Community
65. On 6 February the Parliament, after a report by M. Kreyssig-(Germany,
Socialist), finally ad6pted the operational accounts at 31 December 1961, amount-
ing to L97 047 769.57 Belgian francs.
The Parliament also recommended that, after examining the operational accounts
and balance-sheets of the EEC and EAEC Commissions and the Audit Board's
report, the Councils grant the two Commissions discharge in respect of the finan-
cial years 1960 and 1961.
In the course of the debate M. Schaus, a member of the EEC Commission, noted
that the question of the Communities' own ressources had been raised during the
negotiations with the United Kingdom and observed that there was little point in
thJ Community having funds if it could not dispose of them as it wished.
Statute of Service
66. After comments by M. Schaus, the Parliament adopted without
resolution giving a favourable opinion on the adoption-of 
-regulations
Articles 101 and 109 oi the Siatute of Service for officials of the
the EAEC.
debate a
to amend
EEC and
60
Vl. lnstitutions and organs
, A. THE PARLIAMENT
The,European- parriament,met in prenary session from 4 to g Februa ry 1963,M. Gaetano Martino presiding.
Much of the session was given over to an important poritical debate on theiXterruntion of negotiarions 
'iith the united rirgaSr; tiilTr..port"o in chapter I
1p,1 from- this, the ordinary agenda was fairry heqvr. M. Marjorin, a vice-President of the Commission, prEsented u- r"pori onttrit community,s economic
rty,ut,gn and prospects, extraits from whici ,r" gi""" Ii'i:t upr". II of thisBulletin.- Further, eleven re-ports were discussed ancl" seventien resolutions voted
- 
the latter rerating mainry to the common transport poricy, the criteria fortarget prices for farm products and the European social Fuad. A resolution wasalso adopte-d.calling foi the. ea,rly putting intdforce of the Association Conventionwith the African States and Maiagascar:.
opening the session, M. Martino paid tribute to M. Robert schuman, HonoraryPresident of the European parriarnent, on his retiremeni from political life.M' Yartino also gave an account of the recent conference of the presidents ofthe Parliaments of the Six and the European parliament.
Below we Iist in chronological order the resolutions of the parliament; the debatesthereon are renorred, where.appropriate, in the ,et"vurt;;;ii;, of the chapter
" Activities of ihe Community i,i r -----'
Resolution_closing the accounts of the European parliament on 31 December 1961(see Chap.V, sec. 65).
Resolution on the operational accounts and balance-sheets of the EEC andEuratom commissions for 1960 and 1961 uoa oo tt. i.;;.6"i the Audit Boardon the accounts for 1960 and 1961 (see Chaf. V,-;;":-Aii." "'
Resolution containing the opinion of the European parriament on the proporui,relating to :
')-. *g regulation amending Articles 108 and 109 of the Statute of Service forofficials of the EEC,
b)". !\" regulation amending_ Articles 10g and 109 of the statute of Service forofficials of rhe EAEC (see ehap. V, sec. 66;.
Resolution on the action programme for the common transport poricy (seeChap. V, sec. 46).
Resolution containing the opinion of the European parliament on the CouncilRegulation fixing the'amounf of 
"orr* 
grain required to produce one kilogrammeof poultry eggs for hatching and on ihe stamping of eggs for hatching (seeChap. V,.sec. 40).
6t
ResolutionontheEuropeangasindustry(seeextractsinAnnex).
Resolution containing the opinion of the Europ-ean- Parliament on the draft
G;;;il;;."roiog".ritliia in tixing target priceifor farm produce (see Chap' V,
sec..'36).
Resolution containing the opinion of the European. Parliament on the draft
il;;;; 
"r.nai"i"n"i"f"fl* No. 9 concerniing 
the European Social Fund
(see extracts in Annex).
Resolution on the draft directive submitted to the council by the EEC Com-
mission on freedom 
"i"rtrufirnrint and 
freedom to supply services in connection
*ith t"hol.tale trade (see Chap. V, sec' 1.5)'
Resolution on the draft directive submitted to the council by the EEC Com-
mission on freedom of .ituUfi.t rent and freedom to supply services in occupations
.".,rirg trade and industry (see Chap' V, sec' 15)'
Resolution on putting into effect the new Association Convention (see Chap' V'
sec. 53).
Resolution containing the opinion of the European- .Parliament on the draft
directive of the EECtommiiion removing all ptotriUitioo. on or other obstaclesil;ffi;i-ilr-.Iii."r where payment ristriciions are the only limiting factor
oo thiit supply (see Chap. V, sec. 16)'
Resolution iontaining the opinion of the European . Parliament on the draft
directive submitted to"ttre--Coftcil by the EEC Commission on the execution of the
General programme f; the ,.,,ouut of restrictions on freedom to supply services
in the film industry (see Chap. V, sec' 17)'
Resolution containing the opinion of the European- Parliament on the draft
directive of the ged Commission for the remov-al of restrictions on travel and
;id;;;. by nationals of Member States within the Communiry 3! they.affect
ii""a"--"f Lstablishmint and freedom to supply services (see Chap' V, sec' 18)'
Resolution on the draft directive submitted to the council by the EEC Com-
mission on the ,.nrouut of restrictions on freedom of establishment and freedom
i".rliipri ,.i;;;;'*iriu.un." and retrocession (see chap. Y, sec. 19).
on 8 February, M. vanrullen, the sitting President, declared the session adjourned
until 25 March 1963.
B. THE CO ThICIL
91st session (agriculture)
The 91st session of the council, which dealt with aglicultural questig'ls: *1t
ilia ;-14 and r6-lanu"ry,-isOi. M. Emile Schaus, Luxembourg Minister of
Agricultut", presiding. ,(See also Chap' V, sec' 36')
The council adopted a regulation postponing the application of the levy-system
to certain pigmeat pioa*t! (sides) untii a dlte not 1ater than 1 May 1963'
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),
.11,:Tril:..j arralgements for a conference of Member States on fishery problemswrucn the Lommission proposes to hold. This matter will be furthei iiscussed
at a later meeting.
The Council also studie{ draf! regulations on the progressive establishment of a
common organization of markets for rice, mim foa-oairy products and beif.
Sr:. ? preliminary discussion the council instructed the Special committee forAgnculture to devote its next meeting to 
_a 
close study of the draft regulation oncriteriaforfixingtargetpricesfora[ricuIturalproduits
92nd session (24 lanuary 1963)
Trade relations with statetrading countries.. The council formally adopted, inthe Community languages, the iegulation on trade relations wittr'stateltrJing
countries- as regards products covered. by__Regulation No. L9 (cerears), 20 (-pi;
meat), 21 (eggs) and 22 (poultry meat). -(See-Chap. V, sec. 2.)
This_regulation-comes into force on 1 February 1963;it will apply until3l Decem-ber 1964 and the Commission is to submit proposalj to the iduicil in due course
regarding the system to be applied after ttrit aite.
The_regulation introduces a-system of import controls, operating by so-called
" indicative amounts ".. It also sets up a community procedure Io apply whenimqols-9f.a given-product from State-trading countries^exceed the 
"u.iig'" isooand 1961 imports by more than 20 vo. This-procedure also comes into o"perationif the market in one or several Member Statei suffers or is threatened by seriousdisruption likely to jeopardize the attainment of the agricultural obje'ctiu., oi
the Treaty.
Associated Alrican states and Madagascar (AASM).. The council agreed thatthe signhture of the convention of Association between the EEC- and the
associated African States and Madagascar lhould take place at yaound6(Cameroun).
93rd session (transport)
The council's 93rd session, on 25 January, dealt with transport questions.M. Piene Gr6goire, Luxembourg Minister of iransport, presided. ^ (see bhap. v,
sec. 46.)
The council dealt with a number of matters relating to the common transportpolicy. 
- 
It instructed the Committee of Permanent Re=presentatives to re-examine
the draft resolution before it in the light of the discussions, and to add to the list
of proposed measures where appropriate.
The council received two communications from the commission, one on the
Commission's relations with other international organizations dealing with transport
and the other on fiansport studies carried out jointly by the Higl Authority of
the European Coal and Steel Community and ihe EEC Commisiioh.
94th session (agriculture)
The council's 94th session, on 28 January, dealt with agricultural questions.M. Emile Schaus, Luxembourg Minisier of Agriculture, presided. -
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As decided at the meetings on 14 and 16 January, the Council again considered
the question of fixing target prices for alticultural products; it noted the progress
made on the draft regulations for rice, dairy products and beef and instructed
the Special Committee for Agriculture to continue its work on this subject.
The Council approved a regulation on bran and one on roots and tubers origin-
ating in the associated African States and Madagascar. (See also Chap. V,
sec. 38.)
The Council resumed consideration of the draft regulation on criteria for fixing
target prices for agricultural products.
The Council approved the terms of a reply to the letter of 10 December 1962
from M. Spyros Kyprianou, Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Cyprus,
in which he requested that negotiations be opened with a view to the association
of Cyprus with the EEC.
This letter was dispatched the same day by M. EugEne Schaus, the sitting President
of the Council. (
The Council also approved the terms of a reply to the letter of 24 Decembet 1962
from M. Ben Bella, President of the Council of the Algerian Republic, proposing
that discussions be held on the form of future relations between Algeria and
the Community.
This letter was also dispatched the same day.
C. THE COURT OF JUSTICE
Appointment of a ludge
On 24 January, the Representatives o, *" Governments of the Member States
appointed M. Walter Strauss a Judge of the Court of Justice of the European
Communities, to take the place of M. Otto Riese, who has resigned. The appoint-
ment is for the residual period of M. Riese's term of office and will expire
on 6 October 1964.
M. Walter Strauss was born in Berlin on 15 June 1900. He is a Docior of Law
of Heidelberg University and has been an assistant judge in Berlin courts; in 1928
he joined the Ministry of Economics. He was retired under the national socialist
regime on 31 March 1935. In1946 he was appointed State Secretary for Federal
Affairs in the Government of Land Hesse and a member of the Federal Council
in Stuttgart; in 1948-L949 he was a member of the. Parliamentary Council. From
20 September 1949 he was State Secretary in the Federal Ministry of Justice.
The Representatives of the Governments of the Member States expressed their
deep grititude to M. Riese for the outstanding service he has rendered to the
cauie -of Europe and for the ability and devotion to duty he showed as a Judge
of the Court of Justice of the European Communities from the inception of this
institution. '
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D. THE ECONOMIC AIID SOCIAL COMMITIEE
The Economic and social committee held its 25th session'on 30 and 3l Janu-
ary 1963, in Paris under the chairmanship of M. Roche.
Y,- Fui 
-Sandri, 
a member of the EEC Commission and President of the Social
fflp ol?ro, represented the commission for the tw5 items on the agendadeatlng wlth socral matters.
During this session, the committee formurated the following opinions :
1. Opinion on the dralt directive lor the removal ol restrictions on lreedorn ol
establishment and lreedom to supply services in riinsurance and retrocession.
The opinion was adopted nem. con. with one abstention (1).
,This proposal, submitted by the commission to the council, had been referredto the Committee on 10 October 1962.
The Committee approved the draft directive, subject to certain recommendations
tnd amendments, including that Article 3 of the directive be amended to conveythat the list of restrictions it contained was not to be considered as exhaustiv"ebut simply indicative.
2. opinion on the draft directive on lreedom ol establishment and. lreedom to
supply services in connection with wholesale trade.
The opinion was adopted unanimously
This proposal, submitted by the commisiion to the council, had been referred
to the Committee on 10 October 1962.
The committee approved'the draft directive, subject to certain comments and
amendments.
The committe_e. urged that rhe Member states adopt and apply this directive as
soon as possible together with the directive on fieedom 6f i:stablishment andfreedom to supply services in occupations, serving trade and industry.
3. opinion on the dralt directive on freedom of establishment and lreedom to
supply services in occupations serving trade and industry.
The opinion was adopted unanimously.
This proposal, submitted by the commission to the council, had been referred
to the Committee on 10 October 1962.
The committee approved the draft directive, subject to the same comments and
amendments as the wholesale trade directive and certain technical clarifications.
(1) M. Wijnmaalen (Netherlands, third group) abstained, explaining that he did so for poli-
tical reasons following the breaking off of negotiations between Great Britain and the EEC.
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4. Opinion on the dralt regulation and directive on the tree movement ol workers
within'the Community.
The opinion was adopted nem. con. with eight abstentions.
This proposal, submitted by the Commission to the Council, had been referred
to the Committee on 25 October 1962.
The opinion was introduced by M. Levi Sandri, who laid emphasis on the great
stridei that this second regulaiion and directive represented, in comparison with
the first regulation of 16 August 1961 (No. 15).
The Committee recommended that the proposals be adopted, subject to certain
amendments and additions.
Among the Committee's proposals the following should be noted: that foreign
workels be eligible for emplbyees' representative bodies; that a single- tripartite
committee (Committee for the-Free Movement of Workers) be set up instead of
the two committees proposed by the Commission (Consultative and Technical
Committees); that a new Comniunity centre be set up with responsibility for
housing problems; that the regulation be extended to cover refugees and state-
less persons.
5. Opinion on the dralt regulntion amending Regulation No. 9 on the European
Social Fund,
The opinion was unanimously adopted.
This proposal, submitted by the Commission to the Council, had been referred
to the Committee on 25 October 1962.
The Committee unreservedly approved the proposed amendments to Regulation
No. 9 on the European Social Fund.
The Committee decided to hold its next session on 28 and 29 March 1963.
E. THE MONETARY COMMITTEE
The Monetary Committee held its 47th session on 28 and 29 January 1963
under the chairmanship of M. E. van Lennep.
It reviewed the monetary and financial 'situation of Italy. In conforr-nity w-ith
the First Directive pursuant to Article 67 of the Treaty, the Committee also
continued its second annual review of existing restrictions on capital movements
and studied obstacles arising from causes other than exchange regulations.
The Committee's conclusions were submitted to the Commission in the form of
a repoft. The Committee also had an initial discussion on its annual rePort.
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ANNEXES I
I
RESOLUTIONS OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
Resolution on tte European gas indushy
The European Parliament
1...1
Urges the EEC Commission to lose no time
in examining the competitive position of gasfrom the following aspects : -cheapness -of
ener_gy supplies; security and long-term
stability of supply; freedom of choice for
consumers; absence of air pollution.
The survey should cover the price anddelivery terms ruling at preseni for gas
and for competitive fuels, as well as com-petitive conditions in the various countries
which may hamper the freedom of con-
slmers to choose gas; also technical pro-
cesses and legal means must be found to
obviate the risks to the supply which are
The European Parliament
I...I
Expresses its satisfaction that the proposed
amendments to Regulation No. t have been
submitted within the time-limit suggested;
Noles with regret, however, that these
amendments are purely administrative
whereas it would have Iiked to see the
powers of the Fund substantially broadened
forthwith;
Recommends once more that the Fund
also concern itself with vocational re-
training and supplementary training for
underemployed persons who wish to con-
tinue working on tbeir own account, and
with preventive re-training for workers
whose occupation offers no future;
inherent where there is a single large
pipeline;
t...1
To recommend that the Governments
progressively develop the European net-
work.so that gas can be supplied through
a rationally planned network of pipelinel;
To determine how important a part gas
can play in regional economic expansion;
To decide what further measures must be
, taken under the gas policy in order to
achieve the unity of the common market
in this field too and to give all consumers
access, on an equal footing, to the new
sources of supply,
t...1
ConSiders that aid for construction and
financial assistance to workers in uodertak-
ings newly introduced into areas of theCommunity affected by structural un-
employment present a new field of activityfor the Social Fund;
Hopes that the Social Fund will at an early
date contribute to a common policy foi
vocational training;
Urges furthermore that in so far as the
amendments called for in the Report and
the suggestions to broaden the activities of
the Social Fund are not embodied in the
finaL-text of the regulation 
"mendiog Re-gulation No. 9 they should as soon aspossible form the subject of a new regula-
tion.
t...1
Resolution containing the opinion o[ the European parliament
on the draft regulation Fmending Regulation No. 9 on the European Social Funit
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PUBLICATIONS OF THE EUROPEATI ECONOMIC COMMT,MTY
i
A. Items concerning the activities of the European Economic Community
published in the official gazette of the European Communities between 9 January
an{ 5 February 1963 I r
EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
No r2o de M. vreder,,, u ,"Xll:,,::'::T"::1;:i.i:',-"'
r6centes mesures prises ou i prendre par le gouvernement n6er-
Iandais en rapport avec la situation d6favorable de certains sec-
teurs de I'agriculture n6erlandaise (No. 120 by M. Vredeling to
the EEC Commission, Subject: Measures taken or contemplated
by the Netherlands Government in view of the unfavourable
position of certain sectors of Dutch agriculture)
No 119 de M. Blaisse i la Commission de la CEE. Objet: Appli-
cation de I'article 85 du Trait6 de la CEE (No. 119 by M. Blaisse
to the EEC Commission. Subject: Implementation of Article 85
of the EEC Treaty)
No 122 de M. Pedini i la Commision de la CEE. Objet: Fonds
europden de d6veloppement (No. 122 by M. Pedini to the EEC
Commision. Subject: European Development Fund)
No 123 de M. Miiller-Hermann i la Commision de la CEE. Objet:
Taxe compensatoire correspondant i la taxe sur le chiffres d'af-
faires, pergue ir I'importation de laines peign6es dans Ia R6publi'
que \6d6rale d'Allemagne (No. 123 by M. Miiller-Hermann to the
EEC Commision. Subject : Countervailing charge corresponding
to turnover tax on worsted yarn imported into the Federal Repub-
lic of Germany)
No 124 de M. Vals i la Commision de la CEE. Objet: Importation
des vins d'Alg6rie en France (No. 124 by M. Vals to the EEC
Commision. Subject: Importation of Algerian wines into France)
No 114 de M. Nederhorst au Conseil de la CEE. Objet: Absence
de d6cision en matidre de formation professionnelle (No. 114 by
M. Nederhorst to the EEC Council. Subject: Delay in taking
decision on vocational training)
No 117 dt M. Carcassonne au Conseil de la CEE. Objet: Renou-
vellement de la convention d'association (N6' 117 by M. Carcas'
sone to the EEC Council. Subject: Renewal of the Association
Convention)
No 126 de M: Blaisse )r la Commission de la CEE' Objet: Appli-
cation de I'article 85 du Trait6 de la CEE i certains accords de
licence de brevet (No. 126 by M. Blaisse to the EEC Commission'
Subject: Application of Article 85 of the EEC Treaty to certain
patent licensing agreements)
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No. I p. 5/63
No. 2 i. t3/63
No. 2 p. 14/63
No. 2 p. 16/63
'No. 2 p. 17/63
No. 4 p. 25/63
No. 8 p. 53/63
No. 13 p. 141/63
No 128 de M. Vanrullen I la.Commission de la CEE. Objet:
Garanties de moralit6 des fonctionnaires i int6grer (No. 128 by
M. Vanrullen to the EEC Commission. Subject: Character referen-
ces for establishment of officials)
No 85 de M. Troclet i Ia Commission de la CEE (r6ponse com-
pl6mentaire). Objet : Rdglement no 3 et convention de s6curit6
sociale du Trait6 de Bruxelles (No. 85 by M. Troclet to the EEC
Commission (supplementary reply). Subject: Regulation No. 3 and
the Social Security Convention of the Brussels Treaty)
No 88 de M. Troclet i Ia Commission de la CEE (r6ponse com-
pl6mentaire). Objet : R6vision des droits i pension ou rente (No. 88
by M. Troclet to the EEC Commission (supplementary reply).
Subject: Review of pension rights)
No 95 de M. Deringer i la Commission de la CEE (rCponse com-
pl6mentaire). Objet: Examen des contrats d'exclusivit6 pr6vus ir
, I'article 85-I du Trait6 de la CEE et de I'article 4 du rEglement
No 17) (No. 95 by M. Deringer to the EEC Commission (sup-
plementary reply). Subject : Examination of exclusive-dealing con-
tracts under Article 85 (l) of the EEC Treaty and Article 4 of
Regulation No. 17)
No 97 de M. Charpentier i la Commission de Ia CEE (r6ponse
compl6mentaire). Objet : Diff6rents produits entrant dans la mar-
garine (No. 97 by M. Charpentier to the EEC Commission
(suppiementary reply). Subject: Various prriducts contained in
margarine)
COUNCIL AND COMMISSION
Regulations
REglement no l/63/CEE du Conseil du 16 janvier 1963 reportant
la date de Ia mise en application du r6gime des prdlivements pour
certains produits du secteur de la viande de porc (EEC Council
Regulation No. l/63 of 16 January 1963 postponing the effective
date of the levy system for certain products in the pigmeat sector)
RBglement no 2/63/CEE de Ia Commission du 21 janvier 1963
modifiant les rdglements nos 109 et 110 de la Commission en ce
qui concerne Ia d6finition du prix d'offre pour les truies de bou-
cherie vivantes et pour les truies abattues (EEC Commission
RegulationrNo. 2/63 of 21 January 1963 amending Commission
Regulations Nos 109 and ll0 as regards the definition of the
offer price for live sows for slaughter and sow carcasses)
Rdglement no 3/63/CEE du Conseil du 24 janvier 1963 relatif
aux relations commerciales avec les pays i commerce d'Etat en
ce qui concerne les produits faisant I'objet des rEglements nos 19,
20,21 et 22 du Conseil du 4 avril 1962 (EEC Council Regulation
No. 3/63 of 24 January 1963 concerning trade with State-trading
countries in products falling under Council Regulations Nos 19,
20, 2l and 22 ot. 4 April 1962)
No. 19 p. 201/63
No. 19 p. 203/63
No. 19 p.204/63
a
No. 19 p.204/63
No. 19 p. 205/63
No. 9 p. 6l/63
No. 12 p. 137/63
No. 14 p. 153/63
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Rdglement no 4/63/CEE de la Commission du 29 janvier 1953
portant i6duction du montant supplEmentaire'fix6 par le rlgle-
ment no 135 de Ia Commission pour les importations de poules et
poulets abattus en provenance de pays tiers (EEC Commission
Regulation No. 4/63 of 29 January 1963 reducing tle surcharge
fixed by Commission Regulation No. 135 on imports of slaughtered
hens and chickens from non-member countries) 
;
REglement int6rieur de la Commission (Commission nrles of pro-
cedure)
R0glement rP 5/63/CEE du Conseil du 28 janvier 1963 substi-
tuant provisoirement certaines dispositions I celles du rlglement
no 55 du Conseil relatives au son (EEC Council Regulation No.
5/63 of.28 January 1963 temporarily substituting certain provisions
for those of Council Regulation No. 55 concerning bran)
Rdglement ao 6/63/CEE du Conseil du 28 janvier 1963 portant
prorogation de la dur6e de validit6 du rEglement no 156 du Con-
seil (EEC Council Re8ulation No. 6/63 of 28 January 1963
extending the period of validity of Council Regulation No. 156)
Rectificatif au rlglement no 126 de Ia Commission portant adapta-
tion et fixation des prix d'6cluse applicables aux porcs vivants et
abattus (LO. no 140 du 28/12/62) (Corrigendum to Commission
Regulation No. 162 adjusting and fixing the sluice-gate prices
applicable to live pigs and pig carcasses (official gazette, No. 140,
28 December 1962)
THE COUNCIL
Information
D6cision du Conseil du 14 mai 1962 portant d6termination de
I'autorit6 investie du pouvoir de nomination pour le secr6tariat
g6n6ral des Conseils (Council Decision of 14 May 19'62 determining
the authorities empowered to appoint the Secretariat of the
Councils)
DeuxiEme directive du Conseil en date du 18 d6cembre 1962 com-
pl6tant et modifiant la premiEre directive pour la mise en ceuvre de
I'article 67 du Trait6 (Second Council Directive dated l8 December
1962 supplementing and amending the first directive pursuant to
Article. 67 of the Treaty)
Remplac'ement d'un membre suppl6ant du Comit6 consultatif
pr6vu au rlglement no 15 (Appointment of a successor to an
alternate member of the Consultative Committee provided for in
Regulation No. 15)
D6cision du Conseil du i8 d6cembre 1962 portant d6termination
de I'autorit6 investie du pouvoir de nomination pour la commis-
sion de contr6le (Council decision of 18 December determining
the authorities empowered to appoint the Committee of Control)
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No. 16 p. 174/63
No. 17 p. 18l/63
No. 18 p. 189/63
No. 18 p. 190/63
No. 14 p. 159/63
No. 5 p. 34/6.3
No. 9 p. 62/63
No. 9 p. 75/63
No. 12 p. 139/63
, 
THE COMMISSION
Information
Non-prorogation du d6lai pour les accords d'exclusivit6 et les con-
trats de licence (Non-extension of the time-limit for sole agency
agree-ments and licensing agreements)
La situation 6conomique de Ia Communaut6 (Ihe economic
situation in the Community)
. Directives and Decisions
D6cision de la Commission prorogeant Ia d6cision du 15 marsl96l portant fixation d'une taxe compensatoire sirr les importations
de poudre de lait entier dans la R6publique f6d6rale d,Allemagne
en application de I'article 46 du. Trait6 de la CEE (Commission
decision extending the decision of 15 March l96i 'fixin;: l;pursuance of Article 46 of the EEC Treaty, a countervailing
charge on milk powder imported into the Federal Republic oi
Germany)
D6cision de Ia Commission relative i la prorogation des mesures
de sauve'garde accord6es le 27 juillet r96r i la R6publique italien-
ne pour le soufre, pour le sulfure de carbone et pour le sulfure
de sodium (Commission d6cision concerning the extension of the
safeguard measures granted to the Republic of Italy on 27 July
I961 for sulphur, carbon bisulphide and sodium sulphide)
D6cision de Ia commission relative i Ia prorogation des mesures
de sauvegarde accord6es re 28 f6vrier 1962 t ra R6pubrique italien-
ne pour Ie sulfure de carbone (Commission decision concerning
the extension of the safeguard measures granted to the Republic
of Italy on 28 February 1962 for carbon bisulphide)
D6cision de la Commission portant augmentation du volume du
contingent tarifaire octroy6 i ra R6pubrique f6d6rare d'Alremagne
pour les harengs et esprots, frais, r6frig6r6s ou congel6s (Commis_
sion decision enlarging the tariff quota granted to the Federal
Republic of Germany for fresh, chilled or frozen herring and
sprats)
D6cision de la Commission portant augmentation du volume du
contingent tarifaire octroy6 i la R6publique italienne pour les
thons, frais, r6frig6r6s ou congel6s, destin6s i I'industrie de la
conserve de poisson (commission decision enlarging the tariff quota
granted to the Republic of Italy for fresh, chilled or frozen tunnyfor canning) 
.
D6cision de Ia Commission autorisant I'augmentation du volume du
contingent tarifaire au b6n6fice du royaume des pays-Bas pour le-
ferro-chrome (commission decision authorizing an increase in the
tariff quota of the Kingdom of the Netherlands for ferro-chrome)
\.
No. 3 p. 22/63
No. 10 p. 77/63
No. 4 p. 26/63
,l
No. 4 p. 27/63
No. 4 p. 2S/63
No. 4 p. 29/63
No.
-.t +,r'-
'k'
4 p. 3t/63
5 p. 35/63No.
7l
D6cision de la Commission autorisant l'augmentation du volume
du contingent tarifaire au b6n6fice du royaume de Belgique et
du grand-duch6 de Luxembourg pour le ferro-chrome (Commission
decision authorizing an increase in the tariff quota of the Kingdom
of Belgium and the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg for ferro-chrome)
D6cision de la Commission portant augmentation du volume du
contingent tarifaire octroy6 au royaume de Belgique et au grand-
duch6 de Luxembourg pour le magn€sium brut (Commission
decision enlarging the tariff quota granted to the Kingdom of
Belgium and the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg for magnesium)
D6cision de la Commission autorisant la R€publique frangaise A
diminuer les pr6ldvements pour les ceuf$ en coquille destin6s tr la
consommation (Cdmmission decision authorizing the Republic of
France to reduce the levies on shell eggs for consumption)
D6cision de la Commission en date du 21 d6ce.mbre 1962 portant
fixation des prix CAF des c6r6ales, farines, gruaux et aemoules
(Commission decision of 21 Decembet 1962 fixing cif prices for
cereals, flour, groats and meal)
D6cision de la Commission en date du 2 janvier 1963 portant
fixation des prix CAF des c6r6ales, farines, gruaux et semoules
(Commission decision of 2 January 1963 fixing cif prices for
cereals, flour, groats and meal)
D6cision de la Commission en date du 3 janvier 1963 portant
fixation des prix CAF des'c6r6ales, farines, gruaux et semoules
(Commission decision of 3 January 1963 fixing cif prices for
cereals, flour, groats and meal)
D6cision de la Commission en date du 2l d6cembre 1962 portant
fixation des primes s'ajoutant aux pr6lBvements et des montants i
soustraire ou i ajouter pour le calcul des restitutions pour les
cdr6ales (Commission decision of 21 Decembet 1962 fixing the
premiums added to the levies and the amounts to be added or
subtracted in computing refunds for cereals)
D6cision de la Commission en date du 2 janvier 1963 portant
fixation des primes s'ajoutant aux pr6ldvements et des montants I
soustraire ou tr ajouter pour Ie calcul des restitutions pour les
c6r6ales (Commission decision of 2 lanuary 1963 fixing the pre-
miums added to the levies and the amounts to be added or sub-
tracted in computing refunds for cereals)
D6cision de Ia Commission en date du 3 janvier 1963 portant
fixation des primes s'ajoutant aux pr6lEvements et des montants tr
soustraire ou I ajouter pour le calcul des restitutions pour les
cdr€ales (Commission decision of 3 January 1963 fixing the
premiums added to the levies and the amounts to be subtracted
or added in computing refunds for cereals)
D6cision de la Commission en date du 2l d6cembre 1962 portant
fixation des prix franco-frontiEre des c6rdales, farines, gruaux et
semoules (Commission decision of 2l December 1962 fixing free-
to-frontier prices for cereals, flour, groats and. meal)
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No. 5 p. 36/63
No. 5 p. 37/63
No. 7 p. 49/61
No. ll p. 97/63
No. ll p. lO0/61
No. ll p. 102/63
No. 1l p. 109/61
No. ll p. Ll2/63
No. 11 
'p. lt4/63
No. 11 p. 12l/63\
D6cision de la Comoission en date du 4 jaavier 1963 portant
fixation des prix franco-frontilre des c6r6ales, farinbs, gruaux et
semoules (Commission decision of 4 January 1963 fixing free_to-
frontier prices for cereals, flour, groats and meal)
D6cision de la Commission portant octroi du concours du Fonds
social europden au b6n6fice de Ia R6publique italienne pour des
op6rations de r66ducation professionnelle (eommission decision
granting aid from the European Social Fund to the Republic of
Italy for workers' retraining schemes)
D6cision de Ia Commission portant octroi du concours du Fonds
social europ6en au b6n6fice de Ia R6publique italienne pour des
op6rations de 166ducation professionnefle (commission decision
granting aid from the European Social Fund to the Republic of
Italy for workers' retraining schemes)
Ddcision de Ia Commission relative i la prorogation des mesures
de sauvegarde accord6es i la R6publique italienne, le 27 juillet
1961, pour le plomb brut et pour le zinc brut et Ie 2g f6wier
1962 pour les d6chets et dEbris de plomb et pour les d6chets et
d6bris de zinc (Commission decision concerning the extension of
the safeguard measures granted to the Republic of Italy on 27
July 1961 for unwrought lead and zinc and on 2g February 1962
for lead and zinc waste and scrap)
D6cision de Ia Commission portant prorogation et modification de
sa d6cision du l0 octobre 1962 autorisant la perception d'une
taxe compensatoire sur les importations en R6publique f6d6rale
d'Allemagne, de pain en, provenance du royaume des pays_Bas(Commission decision extending and amending its decision of 10
October 1962 authorizing the Federal Republic of Germany to
impose a countervailing duty on imports of bread'from the Nether_
lands)
D6cision de la Commission portant fixation des prix franco-fron-
tidre du bl6 tendre destin6 i I'amidonnerie valables Ie 30 juillet
1962 (Commision decision fixing free-to-frontier prices for wheat
other than dunrm intended for starch manufacture valid on 30
July 1962)
D6cision de Ia Commission portant octroi du concours du Fonds
social europ6en au b6n6fice de la Rdpublique italienne pour des
opdrations de r6installation (Commission decision granting aid
from the European Social Fund to the Republic of Italy for
resettlement schemes)
D6cision de la Commission au b6n6fice de la R6publique f6d6rale
d'Allemagne portant octroi d'un contingent tarifaire pour les
harengs et les esprots (Commission decision granting the Federal
Republic of Germany a tariff quota for herrings and sprats)
D6cision de la Commission portant octroi d'un contingent tarifaire
i la R6publique italienne pour les pommes de terre de semence
(Commission decision granting the Republic of Italy a tariff quota
for seed potatoes)
No. 11 p. 126/63
No. 13 p. 144/63
No. 13 p. 145/63
No. 16 p.. 175/63
I
No. 16 p. 177/63
No. 16 p. 178/63
No. 19 p. 208/61
No. 19 p. 209/63
No. 19 p.2ll/63
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European Development Fund
Avis d'appel d'offres no 257 lanc6 par la R6publique gabonaise
(Notice of call for tender No. 257 issued by the Republic of
Gabon)
Approbation d'investissements de caractEre 6conomique dans les
R6publiques du Congo-Bra"zaville, du Gabon, centrafricaine, fran-
gaise (pour le dEpartement de la Guyane), de Rwanda et dans le
territoire des Comores (Approval of economic investments in the
Republic of Congo (Brazzaville), the Republic of Qabon, the
Central African Republic, the French Republic (for the departnent
of Guiana), the Republic of Rwanda and the Comoro Islands)
Avis d'appel d'offres no 258 lanc6 par la r6publique du S6n6gal
(Notice of call for tender No. 258 issued by the Republic of
Senegal)
Avis d'appel d'offres no 259 lanc6 par la R6publique togolaise
(Notice of call for tender No. 259 issued by the Republic of Togo)
Approbation d'investissements de caractdre social dans les r6pu-
bliques de Haute-Volta, du Dahomey, du Togo et centrafricaine
(Approval of social investments in the Republics of Upper Volta,
Dahomey and Togo and in the Central African Republic)
Signature de trois conventions de financement (entre la CEE et la
r6publique de Haute-Volta, la CEE et la rEpublique du Niger, la
CEE et le royaume de Burundi) (Signature of three financing
agreements: between the EEC and the Republic of Upper ,Volta,
between the EEC and the Republic of Niger and between the
EEC and the Kingdom of Burundi)
Avis d'appel d'offres no 260 lanc6 par la R6publique Malgache
(Notice of call for tender No. 260 issued by the Republic of
Madagascar)
Approbation d'investissements de caractEre social au Surinam
(Approval of social investments in Surinam),
Appel i la concurrence no 261 de la Rdpublique f6d6rale du Came-
roun relatif ir la pr6s6lection des entreprises admises ir participer
ir I'appel d'offres restreint qui sera lanc6 ult6rieurement pour la
construction du premier trongon du chemin de fer transcamerou-
nais (Invitation No.261 to firms to apply for consideration for
the limited call for tender to be issued by the Federal Republic
of Cameroun for the construction of the first section of the trans-
Cameroun railway)
Avis d'appel d'offres no 262 lanc6 par la r6publique f6d6rale du
Cameroun (Notice of call for tender No. 262 issued by the Federal
Republic of Cameroun)
Avis d'appel d'offres no 263 lanc6 par la r6publique du S6n6gal
(Notice of call for tender No. 263 issued by the Republic of
Senegal)
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No. 1 p. 10/63
No. 2 p. 19/63
No. 5 p. 38/63
No. 5 p. 39/63
No. 5 p, 40/61
No. 5 p. 4t/63
No. 7 p. 5t/6t
No. 12 p. t40/61
No. 18 p. 192/63
No. 18 p. 194/63
No. 18 p. 195/63
Approbation d'investissements de caractdre social dans la r6publi-
que du Tchad (Approval of social investments in the .Republic
of Chad)
Signature de deux conventions de financement (entre la CEE et la
r6publique f6d6rare du cameroun, entre Ia cEE et re territoirede Ia C6te frangaise des Somalis) (Signature of two financing
agreements: between the EEC and the Federal Republic oi
Cameroun and between the EEC and French Somaliland)
Notice of public competitive examinations
Disposition communes au concours de recrutemeDt (General
arrangements for selective competitive examinations)
Avis de concours no CEE/|2/L (traducteurs_adjoints en langues
allemande, frangaise, italienne, n6erlandaisd et anglaise) [Noticeof competitive examination No. EEC/ l2/L (Dutch, English, French,German and Italian translators)]
General Information
Composition des Comit6s consultatifs pour les produits agricoles(Composition of the consultative committees for agricultural
products) No. 14 p. 156/63
THE COURT OF JUSTICE OF THE EUROPEAN COMUUNTUPS
Arr6t de la cour dans tes arraires ,.,",.: l'.::lu'j ,ruo*.n, o,
the Court in consolidated actions 2 and 3/62) 
.
Arr€t de Ia Cour dans les affaires jointes 16 et 17-62 (Judgment
of the Court in consolidated actions 16 and 17/62)
Arr€t de la Cour dans les affaires jointes 19 d,22-62 (Iudgment
of the Court in consolidated actions 19 to 22/62)
Arr6t de la Cour dans les affaires jointes 3l et 33-62 (Judgment
of the Court in consolidated actions 3l and 33/62)
- 
Rulings
Ordonnance du Pr6sident de la Cour dans I'affaire 25_62 R.z(Ruling of the President of the Court in case 25/62 R.2) No. 13 1i. tntat
B. Issues of the agriculturat supplement to the official gazette ssafaining the
tables appended to the commission's decisions fixing cif prices, premiums added
to levies, cif prices for fonvard purchases and free.to-frontier prices for cer€als
Supplement No. 1 of 28 January 1963
Supplement No. 2 of 30 January 1963
Supplement No. 3 of 6 February 1963
No. 18 p. 197/63
t,
No. 18 p. 198/63
No. 13 p. 147/63
t
No. 13 p. 149/63
No. 8 p. 55/63
No. 8 p. 57/63
No. 8 p. 57/63
No. 8 p. 58/63
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C. Recent publications of the Eurolrcan Economic Community
Occasional publications
8078 Carte des courants de trafic de p6trole brut et de produits petroliers en Europe
(Map showing trade flows in crude oil and petroleunr products in Europe. Situation
on 31 December 1961) December 1962. Map and explanatory note 12 pp. (French,
German, Italian, Dutch)
Price : 7s.; $1; Bfrs. 50
8O7Z The Association of the African States and Madagascar with the European Economic
community and their Industrial Development 1962. 20 pp. (English, German).
Free
8073 Les problEmes souleves par les relations entre les 61"15 afdgqins et malgache et la
CEE
Discours prononc6 par M. Henri Rochereau, membre de la Commission de Ia Com-
munaut6 {conomique europ6enne, I I'occasion de la journ6e de I'Afrique, organisEe
par lAfrika Instituut, La Haye 
- 
29 octobre 1962.24 p. (frangais). Gratuit.
(Relations between the African States and Madagascar and the EEC: Address by
M. Heori Rochereau, member of the Commission of the European Economic Com-
munity, to the Symposium on Africa organized by the Afrika Instituut. The Hague,
29 October 1962) 24 pp. (French). Free
8074 L'intervention de la CEE dans les pays associ6s
. Communication faite i la Conf6rence 6conomique africaine et malgache (Marseille,
18, 19 et 20 octobre 1962) par M. Jacques Ferrandi, Directeur des 6tudes et pro'
grammes de d6veloppement Ila Direction g6n6rale du d6veloppement de I'outre-mer.
32 p. (frangais). Gratuit.
(EEC action in the associated countries : Address delivered to the African and
Malagasy Economic conference (Marseilles, 18, 19 and 20 october 1962), by
M. Iacques Ferrandi, Director of Research and Development Programmes in the
Directorate General for Overseas Development)
32 pp. (French). Free
8O8l La s6curit6 sociale dans Ia Communaut6 europ6enne
Discours prononc{ par le prof. Lionello Levi Sandri, pr6sident du groupe des affaires
sociales de la Communaut6 Economique europ€enne i I'occasion de la Conf6rence
eurol#enne sur la s6curit6 sociale, organis6e par les trois Communaut6s europ6ennes
(Bruxelles, 10-15 dEcembre 1962)
32 p. (frangais, allemand, italien, n6eilandais). Gratuit.
(Social security in the European Community : Address by Professor Levi Sandri,
President of the Social Affairs Group, at the European Conference otr Social
Security organized by the three European Communities; Brussels, lG15 December
1962)
32 pp. (French, German, Italian, Dutch). Free
Periodical publications
EO68f R6sultats de I'enquate de conjoncture auprls des chefs d'entreprise de la io--u-
naut6. (Findings of the Community business survey).
Three issues a year. February 1963. Two bilingual editions: French/Italian;
German/Dutch
Pricc per issue: 5s'; $0.70; Bfrs. 100
Annual subscription : t4s. 3d'; $2.-, Bfrs. 100
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Bulletin des acquisitions. BibliothEque de la Q6mmissi6a de la Communaut6 6conomique
europdenne. (List of recent additions. Library of the Commission of the European Economic
Community)
Bi-monthly. No. 23-24. Free
D. Publications by the Joint senices of the three communities
Joint Information Service
.Publications by offices in capital cities:
Bonn: Europdische Cemeinschaft, No. 5, March 1963;
The Hague : Europese Gemeenschap, No. 46, March 1963;Paris: Communaut6 europ,6enne, No, 2, February 1963;Rome: Comunitl Europea, No. l,/2, January-February 1963;London: European Community, No. 2, February 1963;
Washington: European Community, No. 59, January 1963.
Statistical Office of the European Communities
General statistics - No. 2/1963.
Foreign trade: monthly statistics - No. 2/1963.
Foreign trade: geographical code.
Statistical and tariff classification for internationat trade (CST) 
- 
2nd French edition.
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